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Students join 
lobby for aid 
Waging a campaign for peace 
Delegates protest proposed cuts 
BY BRIAN DASHEW 
Staff Writer 
Twenty-two . students from 
Ithaca College and Cornell Uni-
versity spent Tuesday lobbying 
against proposed cuts to the 
state budget that would substan-
tially reduce financial aid pro-
grams. 
T h e See "Financial," 
g r o u p , Page 3 
which in-
cluded four representatives 
from Ithaca College Student 
Government Association and 
four Ithaca Higher Education 
Opportunity Program grant re-
cipients, met with State Assem-
bly members and senators at the 
state capitol in Albany, to share 
their personal testimonies for 
why financial aid shouldn't be 
reduced. 
Senior Joy Langley, SGA 
chair, acted as one of the orga-
owrioa' 
the student lobby day. She ar-
gued that the programs bring en-
eTgetic students to colleges 
they might not otherwise have 
been able to attend. 
"These scholarships are an in-
vestment in the future economy 
of New York and recipients of 
this financial aid are dedicated 
role models in both their college 
and home communities," she 
said. "These programs are not 
simply handouts, they are in-
valuable resources." 
The cuts were announced 
when Gov. George Pataki unveiled 
his executive proposal for the 
state's 2003-2004 budget. While 
tax-supported spending would 
be decreased 3 percent in all sec-
tors by the proposed budget, 
there would be an 11.1 percent de-
crease in education spending. 
If the budget is accepted by the 
state legislature, New York's 
largest aid programs would be re-
duced dramatically. Ithaca Col-
lege would lose a great deal of aid 
from the state as well. 
The college's largest 
amount of aid comes from the 
Tuition Assistance Program, 
which would be reduced by 
one-third and restructured so that 
students receiving the award 
would only receive two-thirds of 
the money before graduation. 
1be 
gram , , direct institutional 
aid and STEP/CSTEP, could be re-
duced by SO percent, 42.3 percent 
and 100 percent respectively. 
In all, Ithaca College would 
lose $1,289,313 in student aid. 
Stephanie Adams, an academic 
program counselor for HEOP at 
the coJJege, said this aid is vital 
to the school. In addition to al-
See LEGISLATORS, Page 4 
KRISTEN MAGEE/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE JESSICA MURRAY, left, and junior Sarah Karas, who are both members of Students for a 
Just Peace, talk to sophomore Jeff Hellman about events for the Week Agalnat War. 
Staff Writer 
Students at Ithaca College 
have joined a statewide Week 
Against War to voice opposition 
to the use of military force in Iraq. 
Organizations at the college 
sponsored teach-ins, presenta-
tions and letter-writing cam-
paigns as a part of the effort for 
peace. These efforts will culminate 
weeken as a part ot a worl wide 
day of action . 
Students for a Just Peace, 
Young Democratic Socialists, 
African-Latino Society, Ithaca 
College Environmental Society, 
Amnesty International and Inter-
faith Council sponsored and or-
ganized the events on campus. 
Cornell University developed 
the idea and began planning the 
said Anke Wessels, the director of 
the Center for Religion, Ethics 
and Social Policy at Cornell. 
Junior Eric Lieb, a member of 
Students for a Just Peace, said he 
received an e-mail from Cornell 
and brought the idea to the Itha-
ca College campus. 
"We got the idea and just ran 
with it," Lieb said. 
See EVENTS, Page 4 
Recruits serve country w~ile earning a college degree 
BY KELLI B. GRANT 
News Editor 
While most students were preparing for 
the holiday season, junior Gavin Stackhouse 
spent December preparing for a yearlong 
assignment with the National Guard. 
Shortly before Christmas, Stackhouse 
received notification that he would be de-
ployed, along with the rest of his compa-
ny, the Delta Company of the First Bat-
talion, 108th Infantry, to augment secu-
rity forces at Air Force bases around 
the state. The regiment, which left 
Ithaca Feb. 2, will be staying at ei-
ther Stewart Air National 
Guard Base in New-
burgh or Stratton 
Air National Guard 
Base in Scotia. 
"Half of me 
thought it was great, 
CARLY CHAMBERLIN/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR KELLEY SCHAACK does classwork after a day of Army ROTC training. 
INSIDE ACCENT ••• 17 CLASSIFIED ••• 23 
and half of me was, of course, worried about 
what would happen with school," he said. 
"It is definitely very posi~ive, if you think 
about it. How many college students can say 
they've done this? To serve their country 
and be called up to do that is an honor in 
itself. It's pretty cool." 
Stackhouse is just one of several Ithaca 
College students enrolled in the armed forces. 
As conflict in the Middle East heats up, they 
could face deployment in addition to 
midterms and the rigors of life on campus. 
Junior Kelley Schaack, who is a member 
of the Army Reserves and also trains in Cor-
nell University's ROTC program, was almost 
deployed to Kuwait last semester. His unit, 
the 479th Engineering Battalion, returned in 
December from a four- and-a- half month as-
signment in Kuwait City. 
"I didn't go because I have contract 
obligations with Cornell ROTC, which did 
not allow me to go with my unit," he said. 
"I have a lot of friends who are deployed 
right now. I have friends in dangerous sit-
uations. I feel a small letdown that because 
I'm doing ROTC, I'm not there and not 
fighting with them." 
After Sept. 11, Schaack's battalion was put 
on standby but was not called to active duty. 
In May, seniors Stephen Tastle and 
James Kennedy will both enter the Army 
as graduates of Cornell ROTC. 
Kennedy, who has been in the program for 
two years, said he plans to join the Army's 
transportation branch and attend either 
scuba or airborne school. 
Tastle, who has been in the program for 
four years, said that after graduation, he will 
enter Infantry Officer Training at Fort Ben-
ning, Ga. He will act as •an infantry lieu-
tenant for three years or until he reaches the 
rank of captain, and then he may transfer 
to the military intelligence branch. 
Kennedy and Tastle said they feel well 
prepared to enter the military after gradu-
ation. They declined to comment on the cur-
rent situation in the Middle East or the stu-
dent protests against war but said the events 
have not affected their resolve. 
"For me, I've been working four years to 
get in the army," Kennedy said. "People with 
military careers aren't going [to Iraq] because 
they want to go to war. Politicians make the 
military decisions, not the military." 
Neither of the two has decided if he will 
pursue a career in the military after their 
four-year obligations are up. 
Stephen's father, William Tastle, asso~ 
ciate professor of business administration, 
was a Green Beret during the Vietnam War. 
He said that although he is thrilled with 
Stephen's interest in military intelligence, 
it is a little nerve-wracking to know he will 
See PRIDE, Page 6 
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CAROLYN COLE/LOS ANGELES TIMES 
A WORKER STANDS between two missiles •in production at the Mutasim Missile ass~mbly plant in the\f:own of 
Mussayeb, Iraq. The Iraqi government denies having Illegal weapons, but U.N. inspectors contin1:1e to search. 
Iraqi-government _reveals secret sites 
With the U.N.'s chief inspectors flying into Iraq in a 
last-ditch effort to persuade authorities to give up in-
formation about alleged forbiddeQ weapons programs, 
the Iraqi government said it has something it wanted to 
show the world media. ·.-
So Iraqi officials escorted scores of reporters and pho-
tographers to two of the top-secret sites mentioned in last 
week's indictment atthe United Nations by Secretary of 
State Colin Powell l;llld let them scramble up, down and 
around the facilities. _ 
Managers at both sites said Powell had misconstrued 
the ev_idence entirely. '.They vehemently denied having 
any banned equipment or operations, and pointed out that 
they had been under close monitoring and inspection since 
Nove~ber by the U.N. teams that have not (ounq any 
evidclice ot - - · 
ings, leaving that to the top officials, Hans Blix and Dr. Mo-
haiped EIBaradei, iil their reports to the Security Council. 
U.S. citizens hold official Afghani posts 
- For more than 20 years, Ali Ahmad Jalali lived with his 
family in-Maryland - shopping at the local malls and car-
pooling to work in Washington; where he was a broadcaster 
and director at the Voice of America (VOA), specializing 
in reports about his native Afghanistan. 
A U.S. citizen since 1987, he recently left VOA to take 
up ~ unusual and daunting second career halfway around 
the world. Last week, Jalali became the Afghan govern-
ment's interior minister, a powerful and influential posi-
tion that places him in charge of the· nation's police force. 
Jalali is not tlie only U.S. citizen in the government 
of President Hc\Illid Karzai. Four other cabinet members, 
.the governor of th_e Centr~l Bank, Karzai 's chi~f ot: staff 
Stem cell research makes new advances 
. r . 
Scientists working W!th human embryonic stem cells 
-have for the first time successfully spliced out individual 
genes from the medically promising but politically con,. 
tentious cells and substituted different genes in their place. 
The work is a step toward the biomedical goal of be-
•ing able to rebuild or regenerate parts of the human body . 
. byJransplanting either stem cells or tissues grown from 
stem celk~nto patients, scientists said. Precise genetic 
changes in those formative human cells might enhance 
their therapeutic potential or make them more compat-
- ible with patients·• immune systems. · 
Some scientists suggested the success might someday 
make it unnecessary to pursue "therapeutic cloning," in which 
clo~ed-etnbryos would be created as a source of therapeµ-
tic tissues that match the -genetic signature of the patient. 
But the work could escalate concerns among tqose 
who fear that stem cell technology will -lead to the cre-
ation of "designer babies." -
''We're seeing that genetic engineering techniques that have 
been available in mice and other animals are gradually be-
ing applied to human cells," said John Robertson, a bioethi-
cist at the University of Texas School of Law. "That's de-
fensible as Jong as it's·used to cure diseases, but we have to 
be aware that techniques like these can be abused, too." 
Military funds raise domestic spe~ding 
Congressional negotiators, spurred by Vice President 
Dick Cheney's active involvement, were nearing com-
pletion early this week on a mammoth domestic spend-
i ing bill after agreeing to add $6.1 billion for U.S . mil-
itary activities in Afghanistan. 
The ~nds for the Pentagon will push the price tag of the -
.bill well above the $389.9 billion top figure set by the White · 
House budget office in a letter to Congress. The money could 
be only the first installment of billions of dollars more for 
the Pentagon if tlie Unlted States goes to war with Iraq. 
But GOP aides said they were hopeful the inclusion of 
the funds, along with $3.9 billion added earlier for war-re-
lated intelligence activities, could strengthen support for 
speedy final passage of the long-stalled spending measure. 
- for months Congress has balked at pto'\'iding President 
Bush blanket authority to spend up to $10 billion from a . 
wartime reserve account as he saw fit. But under a deal 
brokered by Cheney late last we~k between Defense Sec-
As the threat of war becomes more ~cute, . q as a SO _ ,w O V or e e. 
taken other steps such as allowing its scientists to meet with side Karzai in what used to be Afghanistan's opposition .- milhary funds would be -appropriated for operations in 
inspectors; a key demand. . _ _ abroad when the country was ruled by the Taliban Is- Afghanistan under more standard -procedures. 
Last Thursday, inspectors spo'ke with _a sci~µtist who lai;nic movement, gu~rrilla factions, warlords and Sovi- The }?ill finances all domestic departments and the {J,S.. 
worked in the biological weapons program and on Fri- et-backed leaders over the past two decades. . foreign aid program .through September. Comple~i~p,-oftre 
day interviewed. a missile expert, ·a chemical , engineer The backgrounds of the Afghan-Americans arguably make legislation, which lumps together 11 annual appl\lPl"iations 9 
and another senior scientist. The sessions were supposed them natural candidates for a fledgling administration try- bills, was stalled last y~ in the politically ~videq Congress. 
to be private, but U.S. officials are dul?iou~, ~.aying_ ~e , . ing to revive a .shattered country: But their adopted-nation- , . , . 
hotel rooms could have been bugged. :·~ · · . . ality poses wtential political costs in Afghanistan, ~~~Q -~as _ . _ ~qur~t:: _Los Angeles Time~ and The Washington Post 
The inspectors have refused t'? ~i_sc~s~ ~y qf th~ find- .,,;a ~tory of foreign influence and -po~ularresis~'to it •.') :. Newf. S.~rvi_~~· ·, . 
.. , ;l ! (.: : '4t~ • .. :: . . j 
~ ' I 'she1 ~ilf'be 'in the Cl~k Lounge, con- . More;' 'inf". rm_. a•. ion ~- is ·._availabi. ~·.:·:at t~ ·e·w s -.A~!-:~i~g,)\h~-, w,ori~tiop at) p.m. ~nd per- www.ithacata;~eofihe~tion:org. . CORRECTIONS 
.. . . .·.·~ . .•.•. f' ' ,,, " ·c' •- ,~rnml! .. •P.J>·I"· . . . - . .· ; Competition t.o award money ' it Is nie ~ policy to cooect all 
Bfl e· s -;',,· -reA1'r'eP'I4cesolderbuses . _ J.o~de~t.sentrepre~eur, '. ". :':!.s":-"::bvaners 
; ,.; to ~crease 'handica~ a~ _.- ,, . : ,The 200~ Easf G;oast <;ol)egiattd!ntre- at 274-3207: ' 
Acappella O'W\ups· ai·ve ooncert- A _J'CC~'1t upgra9e of TCAT. buse~ has . -preneufAwards CQ.titi~.js ~bing _(01". ...__ __________ ___. 
ea" ea made transportation .more ~iblc for rid., , students who ruri'their own businesses. -
to benefit,heart ~iatio~ ·; . ers.in w~l~~rs. - . ~ _. __ . Studc;nts in New Yo~ New.Je~y. Con-
. . . _ -,, _ _ _ · -'i;'hemne b~s.added to area-19UteJ this · nccticut and Delaware are.eligible for the_ 
College .a QappeUa groups will ~scnf"': ·_weckhavclowerfloo,;s, whichallow~access aw~.. '-_ _: , . . __ . _· 
an evening of-song to_ kick off V~lentine-•s ~'. from the curb into the bu, without the need_ A first place winner from each state will 
Day weekend. . to ·step up. The new buses replaced older receive $1,000 and second place winners 
The college's newest a cappella group arid' ·moc1e1s, making)ill TCAT buses bal'l(ticapped .will receive $50([0ne ovetil~l winner will , _ 
the only coed a cappella group on campu~. accessible: ~ch bus now has either low receive an additional$1,000. . . 
IC Voi~stream, will l_X'CSCnt the concert a:t floors and ramps or a wheelchair lift. The overall .winner will compete with win- · 
8:30 p.m. today in Emerson Suites. · The nine buses cost more than $2.5 mil- _ ners from other regions for a $10,000 prize. 
lthacappella and Premium Blend will also lion. State and federal funding covered 90 The deadline is March 5. 
perform. This will be the first time all three pe~ent of the cost, with local sources pick- The competition is administered by the 
groups perform together. · · ing up the remaining 10 percent. Rothman · Institute of Entrepreneurial 
Admission ~ $2, and half the proceeds will ~ Studies. TQ request ari application, contact 
be donated to the American HeartAs$ociation. Area restaurants raise money . the iQstitute at (973) 443-8842 or via e-mail 
Nationally recognized poet 
to perform and hold workshop 
Award-winning slam poet Gayle Danley 
will be on campus Monday, performing her 
work and conducting a poetry workshop. 
Danley gives workshops across the 
country urging young people to express 
their emotions through slam poetry,. 
which combines movement and expression 
with words to create a unique experience. 
Danley won the 1994-1995 National Po-
etry Slam Championships. In 1996 she be-
came the international champion at a 
competition in Heidelberg, Germany. 
for .antihunger organir.ations at rothman@fdu_~~du. . 
Area residents will have the opportunity to 
eat out and at the same time donate to a good 
cause at ''Taste at your Place" on Feb. 27. 
At 20 area restaurants a portion of the 
bill wiU be given to local antihunger and 
antipoverty organizations, such as Loaves 
and Fishes of Tompkins County and the 
Food Bank of the Southern Tier. 
Participating restaurants include An-
gelina Centini 's, The Boatyard Grill, .Col-
legetown Bagels; Maxie's Supper Club and 
Viva Taqueria. · 
Organizers said th_at last year the event 
raised nearly $10,000. 
Community service group · 
seeks General Mills box tops 
Box Tops _Ithaca is fund raising for area 
schools by collecting box tops•from Gener- -
al Mills products. 
General Mills will donate 10 cents for 
each box top coll~cted. The Ithaca version . 
of the national program will distribute 
funds among 13 area schools. 
Box tops can be dropped off at the Ithaca 
College Center f9r Student Leadership and In-
volvement and at area P&C food stores, Tops 
supermarkets and the Tompkins County Library. 
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Financial aid could feel · the pinch 
BY KATIE MOORE 
Staff Writer 
Gov. Georgt!Pataki's proposed 
cuts to financial aid in New York 
state would present a heavy burden 
for many working families, but they 
would make double trouble . for 
sophomore Sheila Katz's family. 
Katz said she and her twin sis-
ter, who attends SUNY Oneonta, are 
both heavily dependent on state Tu- · 
ition Assistance Program grants. 
"I get almost every type of fi-
nancial aid that's available," she said. 
''The fact that I could be losing ~ven 
a portion of the aid that I have now 
is going to make my life that much 
more difficult after _college." 
· Pataki's proposal would cut 
TAP funding by at least one-third, 
said.Larry Chambers, director of fi-
nancial aid at Ithaca College. 
The New York state legislature 
determines what the maximum 
and minimum TAP grants .will be 
each year. Undergraduates· cari re-
ceive between -$500 and $3,425 
each year for up to four years. Grad-
uate students can receive between 
$75 and $550. 
In addition, about half of the 
grants would be withheld until 
graduation. 
"One would hope that our state 
legislature understands the value of 
higher education and that investing 
in it is an investment in the future 
of our state," ne said. "Every New 
York state student should be o ut-
raged at this proposal." 
Davies pointed to his brother's 
graduation from Alfred State Uni-
versity as proof that there are success 
stories that come out of the HEOP 
"He did it," Davies said. "It 
works. There are a lot of success-
ful people who work hard because 
they were given this. They know 
that if they don't it may be taken 
away from them." 
the access to education is 
worth fighting for, Davies said. 
"I'll show you the GPA, and I'll 
earn the money," he said. "I 
don't want to waste any tax-pay-
ers' money. If I'm not getting good 
grades, it's a waste of my time and 
their money." 
Davies currently maintains a 3.3 
GPA.and is an active member of the 
· college community. Last semester 
he studied in London and interned 
with the British Parliament, which he 
said he never would have been able 
to do without the help of HEOP 
He said that attending Ithaca 
College probably wouldn't have 
been a feasible option without his 
aid package. · • 
Katz, who serves as president of 
the Residence Hall Association, also 
said attending Ithaca College 
would not have been option with-
out the funding that she received. 
This aspect of.Pataki 's proposal 
presents a double;-edged sword, 
Chambers said. He said that in or-
der to compensate for the reduction 
.in aid during their college years, more 
students would need to take time off 
to work, which would prohibit 
them from graduating in four years. . • ANNAROSE FOLEY/THE ITHACAN •~If these cuts were made by my 
first year here, I wouldn't be able 
to go to this school," she said. 
Junior Matthew Davies can 
identify with Katz's ·problem. 
Both he and his twin brother are fi-
nancially independent students. 
BARBARA SHIRK, LEFT, a'ssistant to the director of financial aid, and freshman Heidi Carroll discuss 
Carroll's financial aid. Proposed cuts to financial aid programs In New York such as the Tuition 
Assistanc.e Program and Higher Education Opportunity Program could make it more difficult for 
many students to finance their educations. · College response 
Davies receives the bulk of his effect Van De-Voorde said she rec-
ogn1~ tllat the lo~ses will be 
Higher ucatiort 'U'~IVVll•uil hensive pan before winter break as should be cut," he said. "I think more than financial if Pataki's plan 
! · Program, which Pataki planno cut a pre-emptive measure to combat the that Gov. Pataki needs to realize is passed and contributing students 
by 50 percent. HEOP grants are giv- Taking an active role expected cuts. The program en- that people are willing to pay high- are unable to attend.-
·en by the state to academically and · Although this sentiment docs ring couragcd students to visit their local · er taxes for these programs be- However, Chambers said how 
. ·catty disadvantaged stu- true, especially to Van De Voordc's representatives and to send post ~ause they do work." Ithaca will respond to these cuts is 
d~ recipients canreceive . . students · - in ___________ cards, e-mails Davies said when he went to still up in the air. 
up to '$4,500pai,- tuiQOD aqd . . JiEOP~ she and '' Aniv cut·~ •o "nanci~/ - and letters. . . lobby last year, one assemblyman '.'We need to know more about 
other expenses. _ · ~ Slid 1_ ~ 11 "' '' Davies was a conveyed the ~ that many the proposal in order to assess our 
This slash in funding would re- they are · hold- d · · · part of iast grant recipients do not appreciate , own situation," he .said. 
duce HEOP's budget from $22 mil- ing out hope ai are going to have a year's lobbying . what they'have ud end up "cruis- While Chambers sympathizes 
lion to $~1 million. said Sue Van De that the state devastating effect on · movements.but ing.~' Davies said the assemblyman with the adversity the proposed cuts 
Voorde, assistant ~tor of HEOP. legislature will said he is more told him that they party and end up would present for students and their 
She said 49 Ithaca College students continue its his- certain students and p es s i m i s ti c flunking out, which he viewed as a families. he said he does not think 
are currently a part of HEOP. tory of striking , , about the waste of taxpayers' mo!ley. they should expect the college to 
These stude!)ts, aloQg w~1'J th~ ... , ,do\VD Pataki's . their fami(ies~ . . ' , · chances of . . make. up the .differe~ce. 
1,764 New York state residents at the · . "Proposals for fi- overturning ~e Looking at individuals Davjes said he'w~ initially told 
college that receiv,e TAP grants, are nancial . ~4 . . - '" -- . ~RIAJUICAREE governor's pro- It is this lane of thinking that led by a financial aid advisor here that 
evidence of th~ dependence; of the . euts. · · ·" ' Vic~· Pnstd,nt fo-,:-Student PQ.~ this y~. ; 19 a second key,eleinent in the Pata- the government would ask Ithaca 
student.body upon these _pro~s.' , In last : ')'•·n .. Affa(r~ arJ't/ !CWmpus. Life "Since ·hf ' lei proposal~Asignificant portion of College io cover the state's $2,000 
Chambers said that wliile evcf)'-- ,, year's ·. budget, . . was:;' just , •re~~ '5lUdea1S;~aid~ be in the contribution to his $10,000 grant. 
one~ to pitch in to help with ·Pataki _ j,ro_po~ccf-cutting TAP _to . · e-Jec~ed. he can basjcally do what- .. fonn . of. loans until the student "I have heard a lot frqm both 
New York ~tate 's financial cris~s •. he ~81 milli~ J~o~ . ~~~ rili~lion: e_ver_ ~e w,ants and get approva_l," .. ~ua~ .. }( ;~hich . paint;~ ;aid_·-~. s~" D.f.vj«=J ~~- ~1t'd ~ tough for 
does not thmk the students receivmg . The budget was~ without that Davies said. "He has ho womes would be regarded as a grant. .. , .,, 1 me. to fi~. ~~ve-~ng so I re-
these forms of ai~ -:-a,nd ~ir._f~- ,. figl,lfC being •ltered.·, -· ·· · · • _. · about being dethroned." ''There·needs to be something on ,· ··ally count oti'that moriey. · , 
ilies _:. shbiildbeanhe butden: ~ '. 1 3 Both; 'however, s~ die bb- ' . ' Van De Voorde saidJhe_ gov~r-: that levelt Davies said. "But it "As a junior.rm _almost done 
Brian McAree. vice president for portan~ -~f studen~ communicating nor's . r~ent re-elec~io~ was trou- needs tMook at each individual, in,. . here, bqt loo~ing .ahead to the fu-
stucjent affairs and campus· life;~d their co~ to the state.legislatut,e. . 'bling . for many proponents of stead of, putti~g . a blanket over fore I feel bad ifa student with a 
that while there ~ave not f,een ~llY. · !'I dpn ~i w,nt 'Pataki's' propo~al . · higher education . .. _ . eveiy~~e. so 'that students can still similar fina~cjal b~ckground was-
formal decisions or discussions, the to cause · [the students] undue · "When Pataki g~tre-eJected, the get th~t f~nding:" .,. · ·. n't able .\o participate and take ad-
administration is certainly con- stress, b~t. at the s,aine time I want consensµs was that higher e_4uca- . Ch~bers said the· current pro- · vantage of these opportunities that 
cemed by the.prospect of~uch dra- · them to be_ eroactive .i~ under- .. tion would suffer," she said. . _ posals go . against . the whole phi- the HEOP has provided." . 
matic cuts in funding. . . · -standing how the cut'could aff~t - · Davies . said one of the_ ~ain , losophy of financial aid progranls . Legislators . al'.~ sche4uled to 
"Any cuts. to financial :aid are · · them," Van De Voorde said: . · ' flaws of P~taki's budget is that he by ljmiting access·~o educatioq. · ·vote on the s_ta~ _budgetonApril 15. 
;. / ; .. , . . . ' . . . , ' ' ' . 
RECENT NATIONAL FINANCIAL AID NEWS 
• ~ • • • • < • R .. > • 
• A report by the National Center for Public 
Policy and Higher Education called proposed 
cuts in state support for higher education na-
tionwide ''the worst fiscal news for higher ed-
ucation institutions and their students in at 
least a decade." According to the report, s~te 
spending has increased by .an average of only 
1 percent since last year, the smallest 
growth in a decade. Nationwide, total state 
spending on financial aid increased by 8 per-
cent, to $5.5 billion from $5.1 billion. 
• Students. from across New York state will 
participate in a 561-mile relay march later this 
month to protest Governor Pataki's proposed 
tuition increases and financial aid cuts. One 
group of students will hike from Buffalo to Al-
bal')y,. and a secqnd group will.hike from Stony 
BrooK Long Island, toAlbary. The two groups 
will converge in Albany for ·the "No Tuition 
Hike" in March. Students will carry a mock 
diploma for each participant to sign. 
• For the .second year in a row, President 
Bush is looking to increase· Americorps 
funds, which provide money to repay stu-
dent loans in exchange for domestic com-
munity service. The Bush administration pro-
posed $590.5 milllon for the program, 
which received $208.8 million during 2002. 
• President Bush's budget requests for 2004 
· include-a proposal to increase Pell :Grant 
funding by $1.9 billion, bringing the total to 
$12.7 billion. Tt;ie maxi~um granf would re- · 
main at $4,000. U.S. Education Department 
officials said this will allow one million ad-
ditional students to receive grants. The pro-
gram has had deficits for-the past two years 
due to increased demand for Pell Grants. 
• The American Council on Education draft-
ed a letter to Congress outlining recommen-
dations for changes in federal student aid poli-
cies. They recommended increasing the 
amou(lt of money students can borrow to 
$30,000 over four years. Right now, the lim-
it is $23,000 over four years. 
• The _f;ducation Dep~rtn_,!3n~ !S ~nsidering the 
saJe of a portion of its direct student loan as-
sets, currently valued-at $100 billion. The sale 
to financial institutions would mean that stu-
dents would be receiving some of their -loans 
through banks.instead of direct loan programs 
through the government. 
• Four people were arrested in Minnesota 
last Thursday after defaulting on their stu-
dent loans. They had failed to provide their 
financial information to federal officials. They 
were not charged, but were kept in jail un-
til they released the information to officials. 
Source: The Chronicle of Higher Education 
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Events to be held statewide 
Continued from Page 1 need to learn how to make their 
voices heard. 
He said the antiwar effort is im- "You'fe at a coilege campus 
portant to Students for a Just Peace. where you're in a classroom daily 
The group opposes war as a solution and not in a setting where you are 
to current problems in Iraq. encouraged to discuss your position 
"We are trying to educate, and • on war," Rogers said. 
we are also trying to give students Rogers said she will attend the 
outlets to take action," Lieb said. rally in New York City in an ·effort 
It is important for people to to make her own voice heard. 
know exactly what is going on and • Senior Harold Miller, a meril-
why war is not a viable solution, ber of the African-Latino Society, 
he added. said the main emphasis of the 
Lieb said he wants students to week leading up to the protest is 
attend the remaining events and to providing education and evalua-
know how they can ·make a dif- tion of complex issues surround-
ference. ing the potential for war. · 
"Every little bit of action "(;ertainly we can't change' the 
helps," he said. • whole world in one day or one 
There will be a teach-in titled "If week, but slowly we have to make 
Not War Then What?" today at people aware," he added. 
noon in Emerson Suites. Presenters · . Originally, Wessels planned to 
will provide alternative solutions to set up events at SUNY Bingham-
the current conflict. ton, SUNY Albany and Cornell. 
There will also be education ta- But riow, .Cornell has taken the 
bles set up in the North Foyer of the lead in organizing for peace 
Campus Center throughout the across several colleges in New 
day on Friday. York state, she said. · 
Lieb will be among a group of "We decided we could do this 
students going to the rally in New across three campuses, but why stop 
York City this weekend. He said he there?" Wessels asked: 
thinks about 45 people from Itha- Organizers of the event specified 
. ca College will be attending but a main goal in their-mission state-
... .,.fio~dte num~r will grow as the ment: '"We oppose war and support 
week continues. justice and peace and believe that 
Senior Mary Rogers, a member to change policy we must educate, 
of Young Democratic Socialists, organize and agitate." 
helped organize a . presentation Cornell has also been holding 
Tuesday that addressed concerns of events all week. On Friday the Cor-
intemational studet;1ts and how · neU Arab Associatfori is sponsoring 
they are affected by government • an antiwar rally in Ho Plaza from 
policies. noon to 2 p.m. . . 
Rogers said she encoui:ages Wessels s-aid she sees this week 
students to attend the · letter-writ- as a beginning and hopes that stu-
ing campaign that _will be helq to- dents will develop skills .tlJat ~ill 
day from 9 a.m. to 3.p.m. in Emer7 ~Ip them kl contjm~ally • work 
son Suites. She said studenls against U.S. militarism . . 
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Legislators ponder financial reductions 
Continued froni Page 1 
lowing underprivileged stuqents 
the chance to attend school, it also 
provides the school with funding 
. for programming and work-
shops. · 
"It helps low-income families 
to be able to send their children 
to school," she said. "It helps not. 
only to produce educated students 
but also well-rounded and ·pre-
pared students." 
For Lynette Logan, a senior at 
Cornell University, the state's fi-
nancial aid program made a col-
. lege education possible. 
. Logan became a war4. of. New 
York state when she was just 14 
years old. With her parents dead, 
and no relatives ready or willing to 
adopt her, the state became her of-
ficial guardian. When she turned 
18, she became an independent, 
and Ne~ York was absolved of any 
obligations of responsibility. · 
She was on her own without 
any money. Luckily, Logan qual-
ified for a n·umbei: of state-based 
· financial aid grants. Logan said 
s·RIAN DASHEW/THE ITHACAN 
S!:NIOR JOY LANGLEY, left, chair of the Student Government 
Association, and Malinda Smith, center, associate director of 
CSTEP at Cornell University, lobby BIii Sherman, right, deputy 
director of budget studies, for support against cuts In financial 
aid Tuesday in the state capitol at Albany. 
without the aid of these pro- called the experience a "double 
grams, she wouldn't be at Cornell. learning opportunity." This way, 
"I wouldn't be at any college," students learn· about what is af-
she said. • fecting their financial aid, and they 
Adams worked with members . can try to make an impact on the 
of the Cornell staff to ~t up the . legislative process. 
trip to Albany. Both colleges paid .. "We saw this as an opportuni-
for the trip. The Commission on ty for our students to teach legis-
Independent Colleges and Uni- · lators about the value of an edu-
versities organized the lobby day, cation," he said . . 
.and Cornell lobby specialists met Stephen Johnson, assistant 
with the students before their vice president for government af-
. meetings with representatives. fairs at Cornell, watched one 
·Public Information Director . group of students as·they visited 
Dave Maley said the college be- with legislators and aids. He said 
lieved it was important for them he thought the .students per-
' to , send students to Albany. He formed very well as lobbyists. 
"I think students put a human 
face on what was essentially a 
· bunch of numbers and budget 
cuts," he said. "They convey 
what this actually means." 
The student lobbyists also 
said they 'Yere P,leased with 
their work. The students • said 
most of the legislators they met 
with said they valued higher ed-
ucation and would try to keep the 
aid. programs intact. 
For more information on how 
to help save financial _aid pro-
grams, visit the Commission on In-
. -dependent Colleges and Univer-
sities' Web site at www.cicu.org. 
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·Ataxing ·expetience 
Business students help others analyze finances 
BY ANNE K. WALTERS 
Assistant News Editor 
Senior business students are 
· getting hands-on accounting expe-
rience while also lending a hand to 
those in need of tax assistance. 
The Volunteer" Income Tax 
Assistan~e team is in its sixth year 
of providing accounting assis-
tance to college employees, in-
ternational students, Longview 
residents and Tompkins County's 
low-income taxpayers. · 
In the past, the program has fo-
cused primarily on college em-
ployees, many of whoin the gov-
ernment classified as 1'high-income 
taxpayers~' who make more than . 
$70,000 a year, said Alan Cohen, as-
sociate professor of accounting 
and the college's VITA director. . 
But this year the program, 
which is run by the Internal Rev-
enue Service, was urged to focus 
more on what- the IRS deems · 
"low-income and moderate" tax re-
turns, Cohen said. 
The college's program is now 
for those making less than· 
$70,000 per year. 1\vo-income 
families making a -cpmbined 
$70,000 are also eligible, he ~aid. 
assis.tance when it begins Feb. I. 
This year the program received 
about half as many requests, Co-
hen said. 
He attributed the decrease.in in-
quiries to the shift in focus away 
from high-income taxpayers. 
"I think the IRS change gives us 
a great opportunity to bring want-
ed skills and services to the com- · 
munity," Cohen said. . 
Senior Erin Wiater, who serves 
as the program's communications 
coordinator, said she has assigned 
76 clients to the program so far. 
The loss of many- clients due. to 
the new income restrictions will al-
low the program to focus more on 
families making less than $70,000 
a year and its community involve-
ment, Cohen said. 
"Whereas the .focus of our 
community work has changed 
because of our iricome limitations, 
we 're getting fewer tax returns, 
we're supplementing our work by 
being VITA volunteers at the Al-
ternatives Federal Credit 
Union," he said. 
. The credit . union has started a 
VITA program this year and col-
lege students are also volunteer-
ing there. 
stopped taking on c]jents the third 
week in March," he said. 
This year there are 14 senior 
accounting majors involved in the 
program. Each student must first 
take a three-credit tax course .and 
then pass a VITA volunteer 
exam. After passing the exam, the 
students participate in the program 
for course credit. 
.Senior Lindsey Mullins, who 
hopes to become a certified pro-
fessional accountant, said the pro-
gram is providing her with valuable 
hands-on experience. 
"In our tax class it was just learn-
ing from the book," she said. "Now 
it's actually doing all these ~ings." 
Interacting with the clients is one 
skill Mullins said she has learned 
from the work. 
The program also conducts 
workshops to teach international 
students how to file their tax returns. 
Senior Totka Pa.rusheva, who is 
from Bulgaria, has been focusing 
on this aspect of the program. She 
said international students have 
some specific concerns because 
they cannot take all the deductions 
that citizens can. 
Working with the program is 
time consuming. Parusheva said 
that since the program began two 
weeks ago, she has spent 25 hours 
on the job. 
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The program's free services 
have been very popular with 
members of the college communi-
ty. Last year the center prepared 338 
tax returns, saving its.clients an es-
timated $40,000 in tax preparation 
fees, Cohen said. 
Usually, the program receives 
140 to 1 SO requests for tax filing 
Cohen said he hopes that in the 
future, the college's program •will 
have more cooperation with the 
community's other VITA pro-
grams, such as the federal credit 
union and the Retired Senior Vol-
unteer Program. . 
"Last [year] we got so booked 
up in the first week that we 
The VITA program is adminis-
tered at 8,000 sites nationwide and 
has 50,000 volunteers. Cohen said 
the college became involved after 
the IRS approached him about start-
ing a program at the college. 
MEGHAN MAZELLA/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR JAMES PASTUF looks over financial documents In Smiddy 
Hall Friday. Pastuf Is one of a group of students from the School of 
Business who are helplrig local residents prepare their taxes. 
For the best·sex, slip on one of these. 
According to statistics, married people experience the greatest quality and 
quantity of sex. That should come as no surprise. God created sex to be most 
enjoyable within a committed ~arriage relationship. If you want the best for 
your future, why set_tle for second best today? For some different ideas on 
love, sex and relationships, see the feature article "Sex and the Search for 
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Pride,inspired men to enlist 
Contln1:,1ed from Page 1 
start out.as an infantry lieutenant, 
"It's disconcerting to say the least," Tastle 
said. "But I can't. say too much about it. When 
he's gone and I tum my head, I look at my foot-
steps, and I see him walking in them." 
Enlisting . 
American pride inspired Schaack to join 
the Army Reserves before attending college. 
"I had all intents and purposes 9f joining 
the military," said Schaack, who had· con-
sidered attending West Point. "Ou~ide of that, 
a sense of duty, a patriotic nature that I nor-
mally have." 
Once at Ithac~ College, he decided to be-
come an officer and joined ROTC. Schaack 
said he had seen the.military from both a sol-
dier's and an officer's point of view, and he 
preferred to take on a leadership role. 
Stackhouse also enlisted before coming to 
college. He signed up for a six-year term with 
the National Guard in 1999, during his ju-
nior year of high school. • 
"I thought it would be a great thing for me 
to do, for myself, to improve myself in dif-
ferent areas," he said. "It teaches me to be a 
great leader, not just at the Army level but on 
a personal level. I get a kick out of doing it. 
Most of the time it's fun." 
For Kennedy and Tastle, it was an obvi-
ous choice to enter the military. Both men 
come from military families. 
Tastle, who earned his silver jump wings 
last summer, is fourth-generation Army' and 
second-generation airborne. Kennedy said his 
family has fought' in every American war and 
has a long military history. ' 
' .i ,',I#:. . , .• . ~ 
Juggling cl~ and duties . 
- The ROTC training schedule keeps 
Kennedy and Tastle busy, but the two men 
said they still have plenty of time for class-
work and other activities; . 
William Tastle said ·he believes the men 
have been well-prepared 'by the Cornell 
ROTC program, which trains students 
from Cornell, Ithaca College, SUNY 
Cortland, - Wells College, Binghamton 
University and.Elmira College. As seniors, 
the two not only attend weekly ROTC train-
ing sessions, but they also help train 
younger cadets. In addition, they attend ex-
tra training and physical fitness sessions. 
Stephen Tastle said ROTC has even en-
ablecl him to be less stressed out than qther 
seniors. He saici he can sit back and relax 
while other seniors are sending out resumes 
and job applications_. 
"I have a job guaranteed," Tastle said. "I . 
don't have.to worry about it. And I think that's 
an excellent opportunity." 
But Schaack said finding time for classes, 
reserve training and ROTC sessions is very 
difficult at times. 
"It's self-discipline, a sense of responsibility 
and duty to complete everything," he said. 
For the Reserves, Schaack trains one 
weekend a month and two weeks during the 
summer in Oswego. He said he has become 
certified to use a variety of weapons and has 
learned demolition techniques, among oth-
er types of training. · 
In ROTC, he joins Kennedy and Tastle for 
the weekly Tuesday classes. 
Stackhouse said that although it has been 
difficult to juggle classwork, football practices 
and Guard training, h~ has learned much from 
his experiences. In order to complete his 
Guard ·assi'gnment, he has taken a leave of ab-
sence from the ·college: 
Sheila Reakes, executive assistant to the 
vice president for student affairs and campus 
life, said only one student has taken a leave 
of absence for military reasons So far this year, 
but she would not confirm the identity of that 
student. Reakes said that in the past two years, 
this is only- the second .. leave of absence for 
military reasons. 
· Leslie Stackhouse, Gavin's mother, said she 
was initially pleased with her son's decision 
to join.the National Guard. She said she con-
siclers it a good opportunity, although she is now' 
Like working with others? 
Apply ·today to ·become a 
BER 
REER 
*Gain leadership skills* Help students. with 
career resources * · Work in a fun, fast-paced 
environment.* Participate in ma;or events 
and Job Fa/rs * Meet great people * 
COURTESY OF STEPHEN TASTLE 
SENIORS JAME·s KENNEDY, left, and Stephen Tastle stand at ease Tuesday In Cornell 
University's Barton Hall. The two men are enrolled In the university's ROTC, and will 
serve In the military after graduation. · 
apprehensive about Gavin being deployed. 
"They said as long as he was a student, 
they wouldn't call him up," she said. "Ap-
parently, that wasn't totally true. It's hard 
on him to miss his studies; and he was also 
playing football. That's going to mess that 
up, if he's gone for a year. And then there's 
wondering, 'Where are they going to send 
him next?"' 
Stackhouse almost took a leave of absence 
after .Sept. 11, when his Guard unit faced be-
ing sent to remove debris and keep peace in 
New York; City. He and his unit were instead 
assigned to provide security at the Ithaca-Tomp-
kins and Elmira-Corning regional airports. 
When his one-year assignment is complete, 
Stackhouse plans to re-enter the college to con-
tinue studying and playing football. 
. But for now, it will be challenging to be 
so far away from friends and family for the 
year, he said. ' . 
"It's life as normal - to-an extent," Stack-
house said. 
Next week, The-Ithacan.will look at staff and 
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Group ponders drinking problems 
BY KATE SHEPPARD 
Staff Writer 
Members of the Ithaca community 
gathered Monday in Clark Lounge· to 
brainstorm solutions to student drinking 
problems, concluding that earlier education 
and better social environments are two key 
areas for improvement. 
The third meeting of the Campus-
Community Coalition brought together rep-
resentatives from Ithaca College, Cornell 
University, Tompkins Cortland.Communi-
ty College, South Hill Civic Association, 
Collegetown Neighborhood Committee, 
City of Ithaca Police and Tompkins Coun-
ty Sheriff 's Department, as well as City of 
Ithaca Mayor Alan Cohen. 
Problems related to off-campus drink-
ing have been of increased concern since 
Sept. 20, when the city began enforcing a 
zero-tolerance policy aimed at alcohol-re-
lated violence and disruptions The policy 
was instated after increased problems on 
East Hill last fall . 
"This is an issue · that concerns us all," 
said Priscilla Quirk, coordinator of health 
CARLY CHAMBERLIN/THE ITHACAN 
GARY STEWART, LEFT, assistant director of community relations at Cornell 
University, and Priscilla Quirk, Ithaca College coordlnatoF of health promotion 
and substance abuse prevention, discuss off-campus drinking problems Monday 
night in Clark Lounge, Campus Center. 
promotion and substance abuse preventi9n Sophomore-Michael Taylor, a member 
at the college. "This is not only an issue that of Cornell's Inter-Fraternity Council, 
adults care about." agreed with Boise's early intervention 
Quirk said the coalition must approach suggestions and said the colleges and po-
off-campus drinking problems with four lice departments need to work with frater-
types of strategies: environmental, educa- nities so they will be more comfortable call-
tionah enforcement and early intervention. ing the police when a problem arises. 
Bill Boise of the Cornell police said the Coalition members also stressed the im-
university had 45 serious drinking incidents portance of environmental strategies, 
in the fall semester of the 2001-2002 school which are aimed at creating late-night al-
year but has had 60 in the same amount of ternative programs, controlling areas 
time this year. The Cornell police have had where alcohol can be available and work-
244 alcohol-related calls this school year, ing with establishments that sell alcohol. 
a cause for growing concern, Boise said. He Tim Marchell, director of alcohol policy 
added that these drinking habits are estab- initiatives at C-0rnell, stressed the importance 
lished in high school, and the college is left of environmental factors at the university. 
to deal with the aftermath. "One of the historic aspects is there has 
K~ri Szymanski, a TC3 sophomore, been an emphasis on education to the ex-
said the colleges should become more in- clusion of environmental strategies," 
valved with high schools by talking to stu- Marchell said. 
dents about the realities of drinking. Students He said Cornell has seen improvemebts 
make ni ot:Jbar•:u· llti. •P•IIQJIIJOf :,rm student conduct since taking over the ale 
. use in high sch~f. and early in- · of a1cohol at homecoming festivities and re~ 
tervention would be the key to keeping high stricting outside beverages, a plan they will 
school students from creating problems at also initiate at "Slope Day" this year. 
fraternity and off-campus parties, she said. Creating agreements with landlords 
· The group discussed including high and tavern o·wners are other environmen-
school students and-administrators in the tal strategies the schools may look · into, 
next coalition meeting, which is scheduled Marchell added: 
for April 7. High school party-goers ~ of- Robert Holt, Ithaca College puplic safe-
ten the source of many problems at parties, ty director, said these strategies need to be 
as they are underage and often come to par- in effect throughout the year, not just on 
ties with something to prove, Boise said. notable drinking days- like homecoming 
and "Slope Day." 
But Cohen and several students ques-
tioned the productivity of the meeting and 
wanted immediate actions to remedy off-
campus drinking problems. He said that by 
the next coalition meeting, the weather will 
already be improving and with that comes· 
end-of-the-year-parties. 
"We need to look at the long term, but 
we can't ignore the short term," Cohen said. 
Cornell senior Alexa Mills said there 
should be consistency among local colleges 
and agencies. 
"It's a hazy message right now," Mills 
said. 'This is something that should happen." 
One concerned resident of Kendall Av-
enue, who asked to have his name withheld 
in the interest of his safety and property, said 
he has witnessed fights, noise violations, 
trash and vandalism of several mailboxes. 
He said he attended Monday's meeting be-
$811Se he wants to see someone taking re-
sponsibility for these actions, and he 
wants to see that soon. 
"I just want to live in peace," he said. 
Other Ithaca College representatives 
were senior Lisa Palmero, student body 
president; Rory Rothman, associate vice 
- president for student affairs and campus life; 
and sophomore Kim Anderson, freshman 
Kylie Cobb and senior Amanda Staples of 
the group Responsibility, Education and Ac-
tion for Campus Health. 
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Alcohol linked 
to brain drunage 
BY ELIZABETH QUILL 
Staff Writer 
Adolescent drinkers receive lower test 
scores than non-drinkei;s. perform worse 
overall in school and show increased risk~of 
depression, suicidal thoughts and violence, ac-
cording to a study published by the American 
Medical Association in December. 
The study is asking people ages 20 and un-
der to do the math: Results reveal that alco-
hol disrupts the brain's growth process, 
which is not complete until age 20. 
During adolescence, the prefrontal area 
and the hippocampus of the brain - areas 
that form adult personality, memory and 
learning - are continuing to develop. Con-
sumption of alcohol prior to complete brain 
development can result in irreversible 
long-term damage. 
Despite assumptions to the contrary, the 
teenage body is less resilient than the adult 
body, according to the study. Binge drinkers 
are at high risk, but even moderate drinking 
impairs adolescent learning and memory. 
At Ithaca College, the health promotion and 
substance abuse prevention program was 
created during 2001 to address alcohol and 
drug issues on campus. 
Priscilla Quirk, coordinator of health pro-
motion and substance abuse prevention pro-
grams, said consequences such as long-term 
brain damage are not her primary concerns. 
She said she is more concerned with the im-
mediate social and health consequences of al-
cohol consumption such as hangovers, suici-
dal thoughts and drunken driving. 
"Many students who use [alcohol] fre-
quently and excessively really need to stop and 
look at their drinking and see if it is impact-
ing their lives in any way," Quirk said. 
Michael Leary, assistant director of judi-
cial affairs and a member of the task force 
that formed the health promotion program, 
said it was not designed with Jong-term 
health risks in mind. But by helping to 
change the culture of underage drinking, the 
program· will play a ro~ in long-term _ 
health improvements, he said. · 
Freshman Joseph Fingler was skeptical of 
the results of the study at first. Fingler said he 
drinks once or twice a week and thought the 
brain would repair itself if it were damaged. 
But he said if the study is true, then he will 
take a second look at his drinking habits. 
"Something as pointless as drinking and 
having fun every couple of weeks wouldn 't be 
that important if it affects your life, your job 
or your family," he said. 
. ~===--·:;~·-=· ~-=~~ 1 ···· -~ ·♦ . · ··_ 
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Drinking to .culture 





It's banned in the United Kingdom. 
Canada outlawed its sale in August 2002. 
But kava is still legal in the United States, 
and the Anthropology Club is putting the 
drink's calming powers to the test. 
Kava is -a drink made from the roots 
of the kava plant, part of the pepper fam-
ily, found throughout Polynesia. The re-
sulting beverage, which is drunk ritual-
ly througho~t the region in important cer-
emonies, produces a very mild euphoric 
sensation. 
· The club held a kava circle Feb. 5, 
serving the driqk to aoout 20 student par-
ticipants. Students were served the 
drink in Polynesian fashion: two females 
pouring the drink, then passing it 
around the circle. 
The students organized the circle after 
attending an Anthropological Experience 
course in Hawaii during the summer, where 
they learned about Polynesian culture and 
kava use. 
Senior Nina Rogers, vice president of 
the Anthropology Club, helped to serve the 
kava and share its history. 
"As an anthropology major, I feel we need 
to share the knowledge of kava," she said. 
Rogers said she thinks cultural acti".-
ities such as the kava circle help reject the 
stereotype that many Americans do not . 
care about the rich Hawaiian culture. 
ficials declared in August that " the use of 
kava-containing products is considered to 
pose an · unacceptable potential tisk to 
health." The United States has produced 
no such statement. · 
Jack Ross~n, assistant pro(essor and · 
faculty adviser. to the Anthropology 
Club, said the declaration was based on 
"shaky studies" and a general aversion to 
~ything outside of mainstream medicine. 
"The Polynesian people have been us-
ing it for hundreds, maybe thousands, of 
years without any health effect or prob-
lems," he said. . · 
Rossen said kava is a very mild drug and 
that he does not uiil.derstand the negative at-
tention it has -recently been receiving. 
"You could drink that stuff all night 
and still go · and study," he said. "And 
some people do." 
But sanctions and bans on the drug in 
other countries have begun to affect its 
availability in the United States. 
Tony Ozark, an assistant in wellness for 
Greenstar C~p Markets, said several com-
panies that manufacture herbal products 
have begun to voluntarily "pull their kava 
products off the shelves. 
Ozark said kava distributors are unable 
to fight increasing me4ical skepticism. He 
said he expects to see an Food and Drug 
Acmiini.stration ban of the product soon. 
Michael Malpass, associate professor 
and chairman of the anthropology de-
partment, agreed with Rossen 's assess-
ment and said he didn ' t se~ the necessi-
ty of a ban. 
THE ITHACAN 9 
_ Kava use and sale has come under 
scrutiny in the past year after a worldwide 
report was issued linking kava use to se-
rious liver dysfunction. The study reported 
three fatalities because of liver damage 
and was ta.ken from data recorded by 
Canada, . Germany, Switzerland, the 
United Kingdom and the United States. 
As a result of the study, Canadian of-
"The anthropological response is th~t 
people-have been using this for centuries," 
he said. "Because on the. level of usage 
- meaning that people [who came] to 
this kava circle [will] probably never have 
it again - I don't see any anticipated 
risk." 
REGINA DEMAURO/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR NINA ROGERS, left, and sophomore ·GIiiian Kltchlngs participate In the kava 
drinking ceremony the Anthropology Club held last w•k. 
. . 
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College_ targets-peer~t~peer -sharing 
BY SHARON BRANDMAN 
Staff Writer 
Students who download copyrighted ma-
terial may soon face serious consequences. 
The Office of Information Technology re-
cently sent an e-mail to all students announcing 
stricter enforcement of its poltcy against shar-
ing ·copyrighted material. 
Information Technology Director Edwin 
Fuller said the office wanted to reinforce that 
sharing copyrighted mateni}l on peer-to-_peer 
servers, specifically KaZaA, is a federa,toffense .• 
The college also limited the available band-
width for peer-to-~r servers, he said. -''"""' .. , 
· pntortainment organizations like the 
Recording Indu_stry Association of America 
have recently placed an increased emphasis 
on the protection of intellectual property, 
Fuller said. As a result, OIT has seen an in-
crease in the number of complaints filed b¥ 
recording companies. 
He said OIT does not routinely monitor the 
content of Internet transmissions on the col-
lege's network, but when an entertainment 
has been having more problems with students 
downloading copyrighted material. 
She said she doe!tnot know of anyone who 
has been caught with. copyrighted material, but-
she does know a great deal of people who 
download music to their computers regularly. 
The issue of downloading can go both 
ways, Best said. _ 
"If you really like the music enough to 
download it, why wouldn't you .want to buy 
the CD and support the artist?" she said . "But 
on the other hand, [ downloading] is free." 
According to U.S. News and World Report, 
CD sales were down 9 percent in 2002 and are 
expected to fall an additional 6 percent this year. 
Best said she thinks the record companies 
are justified in increasing their assertiveness 
because of the 'money they lose when peo-
ple download their materiai. 
The Office of Public Safety reported that 
five students were caught with copyrig~ted 
material on their computers last semester. 
Fuller said those students were identified 
to him only by their IP addresses. 
company locates the Internet Protocol (IP) ad-
dress of a computer downloading copyright-
ed material, the company sends the college 
. a specific ~omplaint about that IP address. 
"We have never revealed the identity of any-
one when a complaint has been filed," he said. 
However, this may soon change. KERRI BICKEL/THE ITHACAN FRESHMAN JENNIFER BEST listens to downloaded music on her computer. The college 
recently warned against sharing mus~c and other copyrighted material via the Internet. A federal judge recently ordered Verizon 
Communications Inc. to give music compa-
ble with OIT and ACCS because she knows nies the name of an Internet subscriber who 
how to keep from getting caught. allegedly shared recordings online. Verizon 
"We are obligated under the terms of the Leary said it is a more serious offense to 
Digital Millennium Copyright Act to take ac- share the files than to simply download them. 
tion when -we receive a · complaint from an Students caught sharing copyrighted 
officially authorized representative of those material are placed on disciplinary probation 
industries," Fuller said. and required to perform community service 
'OiT contacts the owner of the computer or attend an educational meeting, Leary said. 
in question to see if he or she has the copy- The Office of Academic Computing ~nd 
righted material in question. Client Services can .also cut ResNet access 
"If they dh, .then we advise them to remove i · fot that student for up to a year. 
it, and they need to guarantee to·us that it has,· If the ·student is caught downloading and 
been _removed;' Fuller ~aid. He said O IT can · sharing · copyrighted information to make a 
also refer the student to Judicial Affairs for . profit, the conseqµences could be more severe, 
further action if it feels this i~ necessary. · · Leary said However,.ttiis has not yet happened. 
Michael Leary, assistant director of the ju- One student, who spoke on condition of 
dicial affairs, said :the judicial sanctions giv~ anonymity, has been downloading music and 
en to students in violation of the copyrighflaws movies froni the ·Internet since she; arrived 
are determined on a case-by-case basis. at the college but said she hasn't had trou-
REMINDER TO 
. ' . 
ALL STUDENTS 
Please purchase- all your. 
textbook requirements as 
soon as possible as the 
Bookstore will begin 
returning textbook · 
overstock to publishers on 
Monday, Febuary 24, 2003. 
We will .not be able to 
guarantee availability after 
this date. 
The student uses a peer-to-peer server said it would appeal the court decision, but in 
to find episodes of shows like "South.Park" th~ meantime, OIT is concerned about what 
the same night the original episode airs on the ruling will mean for the college, Fuller said. 
television. He said he suspects OIT would be required 
She said the college's recently lowered . · to give the name of a suspected student to a 
bandwidth has discouraged her from down- company that files a complaint. 
· loading much material at school. · .. Then what they chose to do about it 
"Ifl ever want to get anything now, I down- would be up to them," he said. 
load it at home and bring it back," she said. He said students who continue using ser-
To avoid getting caught by the entertain- vices like KaZaA should understand what 
ment industry, she said she bums files to a com- consequences they could face .. 
pact disc and then deletes therri from her hard · .. Be a-Ware of the law," he said. "Be aware 
drive. Additionally, she does not share files. of the penalties under the law. Be aware that 
Freshman Jennifer Best said she saw the the entertainment industry is getting much 
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STANDING AGAINST WAR -;; Department-.modernizes art 
BY SARAH HOFIUS 
Staff Writer 
The Department of Art History is 
currently working on a project that 
will convert some of its 145,000 
slides into digital images. 
The database will enable students 
and faculty to access images outside 
of class and provide more flexibil-
. ity in viewing images. Slides from 
the collection are currently used in 
all art history"classes to provide a vi-
sual component to lectures. 
The current slide collection 
was started in the 1960s, although 
some slides may date as far back 
as the 1930s, said Randi Millman-
Brown, visual resources curator. 
The slides have accumulated over 
the years as faculty-members re-
quest slides of certain subjects, so 
some areas are sparser than others. 
The more frequently requested 
slides will be a priority to include on 
the database, she said. Many of the 
CHRISTOPHER RICCl/fHE ITHACAN 
SENIOR ERICA SCHULTZ, a student assistant in the Department 
of Art History, pulls slides out of the archives for class. 
ALISON BOURDON/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORES DOUGLAS DEGROOTE, left, and Gregory 
Manke walk outside Pyramid Mall Saturday as part .of a 
protest against wrir with Iraq. Fifty members of the Ithaca 
community participated. The protesters began Inside the 
, .mafl, but many were later thrown outside for trespassing. · 
&rEE 
hOsti11c; ~ 
slides are damaged because of un- The move to digital images from 
stable film that was used in the 1%0s slide collections is part of a na-
and 1970s. tionwide trend. The process can be 
"Some of the slides even have time-consuming and costly, but in-
beautiful green .mold spots or yel- stitutions like Yale University and 
low blobs of deterioration on Smith College, Mass. ar~ well on 
them so that they are basically use- their way to digital collections. 
less," Millman-Brown said. Lauren O'Connell, associate 
When the images are digitized, professor and chairwoman of the art 
professors and students will be able history department, said, "Our 
to access the database . of images main concern is making a library 
from within the college network. that will be an option of use to our 
Seriior Erica Schultz, a student . students and then making sure .it qas . 
assistant in the art -history· depart- · all .the proper checks and balances . . 
ment, said that access will help stu- · so that we don't violate ~yrights." . 
dents take a closer look at items She said they hope to avoid copy- . 
they see iri class. right violations is through password 
"I could access it through a protection; , 
course Web page and view it at "One thing ~ ~vei: perceive do-
home," she said ing is broadcastiilg this database 
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through cyberspace," she said of an-
. other potential copyright problem. 
The department can also avoid 
copyright infringement by using the 
digital images for · educational 
purposes only and keeping the ma-
terial within "college walls," 
which are covered under fair-use 
policies. These rules aim to help 
provide copyrighted information for 
nonprofit, educational and non-
commercial uses. 
• · ,Thede~ntjs ju.st starting to 
cov~ the slides to the digital images. 
The digital system is not yet 
available for use, however, the de-
partment hopes to start using the 
new database in classrooms by the 
end of the semesters, Millman-
Brown said. 
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Sel_ect Public Safety Log 
Incidents 
Jan. 30-Feb. 1 
Jan.30 _ 
• Found property 
Location: Muller Faculty Center 
Summary: Caller found an earring. Property 
turned over to the Office of Public Safety. 
• Larceny 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Caller reported four subjects 
stole a bike from the lounge. Case under 
investigation. Patrol Officer Donald Lyke. 
• Follow-up 
Location: Public Safety 
Summary: Officer interviewed a person 
regarding assault case from Rowland Hall 
Jan. 29. One was arrested for assault and · 
issued an appearance ticket for Ithaca 
Town Court. Investigator Laura Durling. 
• Unlawful possession - marijuana 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: During follow-up investigation, 
officers discovered additional marijuana. One 
referred for.judicial action for possession of 
marijuana. Patrol Officer William Kerry. _ 
• V&Tviolation - leaving the scene 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Caller reported a vehicle had 
been damaged by another car that left the 
scene. Case under investigation. 
Patrol Officer Richard Curtiss. · 
• Medical assist 
Location: Lyon Hall . 
Summary: Caller reported a person _hyper- • 
ventilating. Officer brought subject to 
Public Safety to meet a family member. 
Patrol Officer Richard Curtiss. · 
• Suspicious person 
Location: Terrace 3 
Summary: Caller reported that on Jan'. 29 
between 9 and 9:30 p.m. a male walked 
into the female bathroom. Case under 
investigation. Patrol Officer William Kerry. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: W~st Tower . 
Summary: Caller reported a very large 
and loud party. One referred for judicial 
action for underage possession of alcoh·o1. 
Patrol Officer Richard Curtiss. 
Jan. 31 
• Fire alarm 
Location: Terrace 9 
Summary: Fire alarm caused by cigarette 
smoke that activated smoke detector. 
Sy_stem reset. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: Smiddy Hall _ 
Summary: Caller reported unknown persons 
left a harassing voice mail. Case under 
investigation. Patrol Officer Jerry Lewis. 
• V&Tviolation - leaving the scene 
Location: U-lot 
Summary: Cailer reported that a vehicle hit 
a parked ~r and left the scene. Officer 
located second vehicle. Sgt. Keith Lee. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Academic Quad 
Summary: Caller reported a person fell on ice 
and sustained a knee injury. Officer transport-
ed one to the Health Center. Environmental 
Health and Safety Officer Doug Gordner. 
• Found property 
Location: J-lot 
Summary: Caller found a cell phone and 
turned it over to Public Safety. 
• Graffiti 
Location: Eastman _Hall 
Summary: Caller reported possible bias-
related/homophobic graffiti written on dry 
erase board. Officer spoke with residen_ts 
and determined that the message was left 
without bias. 
Patrol Officer Robert Hightchew. 
• Fire alarm 
Location: Hood Hall 
Summary: Fire alarm caused_ by lint and 
dust from the clothes dryer vent activating 
the smoke detector. System reset. 
Patrol Officer Robert Hightchew. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Terrace 7 
Summary: Caller reported a person passed 
out. Officer transported 0ne to the Health 
Center. Patrol Officer Richard Curtiss. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: College Circle Apartment 8 
Summary: Officer reported a large group of 
people with alcohol. Two referred for judi-
cial action for violation of alcohol policy. 
Sgt. Ronald Hart. -
: Conduct code violation 
· Location: College Circle Road 
Summary: Officer observe_d person in pos-
session of an open container of alcohol. 
One referred for judi<:ial action for violation 
of alcohol -policy. Sgt. R(?nald Hart . . 
Feb.1 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Officer reported a large group 
with alcohol. Nine referred for judicial 
action for violation of alcohol policy. 
Officer also found multiquart container and 
will follow up with residents who were not 
home at the time. 
Patrol Officer William Kerry. 
• Unlawful possession - marijuana 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Officer reported persons in 
possession of marijuana and alcohol. One 
referred for-judicial action for possession 
of marijuana and alcohol, and three were · 
restricted from campus. 
Patrol Officer William Kerry. 
~ Conduct code violation 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Officer reported two individuals 
ln possession of an open container of alco-
hol. Two referred for judicial action for viola-
tion of alcohol policy. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Officer observed one person in 
possession of alcohol. One referred for judi-
cial action for violation of alcohol policy: 
Security Officer Aaron Price . . 
• Conduct code violation 
. Location: L-lot 
Summary: While officers were talking with 
people about alcohol, one person hid a knife 
in the snow. One referred for judicial action 
for the circumstance surrounding possession 
of the knife. Patrol Officer Donald Lyke. 
• Conduct code violation 
- L~tion: College Circle Road 
Summary: Officer report~d two people in 
possession of open containers of plcohol. 
Two referred for judicial action for violation 
of alcohol policy. 
Security Officer Michael Hall. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Hilliard Hall 
Summary: Officer reported finding a per-
See MORE, Page 13 
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· Incidents · · 
Feb. 1-3 
Continued from Page 12 
son in possession of an open container of 
alcohol. One referred for judicial action for 
violation of alcohol policy. 
Security Officer Aaron Price. 
• Medical assist 
LoGation: Terrace 12 
Summary: Officer found an individual with a 
hand injury. Subject declined any medical 
· assistance. Patrol Officer William Kerry. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Officer followed up on earlier 
alcohol complaint. One referred for judicial 
action for possession of multiquart _contain-
er and responsibility of guests. : l 
Patrol Officer William Kerry. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Circle 8 
Summary: Officer observed an individual in 
possession of an open container of alcohol. 
One referred for judicial actiqn for violation 
of alcohol policy . . 
• Larceny 
Location: Terrace 9 
Summary: Caller reported theft of compos-
ite from a fraternity. Case under investiga- . 
tion. Patrol Officer Donald ~yke. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Boathouse , , . 
Summary: Caller reported a person su_s~ 
tained an injury while exercising. 
Ambulance transported qne Jp .GMC. ,:>atrol 
Officer Robert Hightchew. ' .,'.' . . · · 
. ;; .. -:"f{:i••n·- n i ..,. · 
• V&Tvi6l'atlo-n - leaving the'sriene" · ,, 
"7-pQation: T~\ot -:--· 
~u-~~ary: C~]_er reported vehicle hit 
parked vehicle and then left the area. Case 
under investigation. 
Patrol Officer Craig Reynolds. 
• Illegal dumping 
Location: Circle 4 
Summary: Caller reported unknown per-
sons dumped food/garbage on the front 
step of apartment. Case under investiga-
tion. Patrol Officer Craig Reynolds. 
• Found property 
Location: U-lot 
Summary: Caller found a set of keys and 
turned them over to Public Safety. 
Feb.2 
• Conduct code violatjon 
Location: Lyon Hall 
Summary: Officer reported second noise 
complaint. One referrecl for judicial action 
for unauthorized possession of college 
pro~rty. Patrol Officer Justin Benson. 
• Conduct code violation 
. Location: Tallcott Hall 
Summary: Officer reported person sleeping 
in the lounge. Person pfovided false infor-
mation to officer. One referred for judicial 
action for providing false information and · 
irresponsible use of alcohol. 
Security Officer James Conlon. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Caller rep6rt~~f_being ·ur(ap,1e·to : 
wake .an.intoxicated persQn. One transP.,6rt-
ed to the Health· Center and ·referred for 
judicial· action f~>r irresponsible use of ·alco-
~ol. Patrol Officer Donald Lyke. · . 
• Graffiti · 
Location: Towers Conc~urse,' ' . . I • 
Summa : Caller
1
reported unknown pet~ . 
sons tore down papers from bulletin board 
and wrote obscenities. Case under inves-· 
tigation. Patrol Officer Robert Hightchew. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Fitness Center 
Summary: Caller reported a person sus-
tained an ankle injury while playing oasket-
ball. Person declined any medical 
assistance. Patrol Officer Donald Lyke. 
• Medical assist 
Location:.Boothroyd Hall 
Summary: Caller reported sustaining a 
knee injury while playing football. Officer 
transported one to the Health Center then 
to CMC for further treatment. 
Patrol Officer Craig Reynolds. 
• Harassment 
Location: Tallcott Hall 
. Summary: Caller reported ongoing harass-
ment. Both parties spoken to and advised 
to stop. Patrol Officer Frederick Thomas. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Hill Center 
Summary: Caller ·reported a person sus-
tained an eye injury while playing basket-
ball. Person declined medical assistance 
and was taken to CMC by a friend. 
Patrol Officer Richard Curtiss. 
• Unlawful possession - marijuana 
Location: West Tower 
·summary:·ea11~rre'potted odbr-ofmartiua.: · 
na. Five referred for judicial action for pos-
session of-marijuana. i '. :,, 
Patrol Off!cer Frederick Thomas. 
Feb.3 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Circle 14 · - ·, 
• ,· • • ':' - > 
tore the apartment numbers o~.building. 
Case under investigation. ··' 
Patrol Officer Donald Lyke. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: O-lot 
Summary: Caller reported unknown per-
sons hit vehicle with an unknown object, 
putting a dent/scratch in vehicle's hood. 
Damage occurred between 2:45 and 3 p.m. 
Case under investigation. · 
Patrol Officer Frederick Thomas. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Gannett Center 
Summary: Caller repQrted falling and sus-
taining a wrist injury near the stairwell Feb. 
2 at approximately 1 O p.m. No assistance 
received from Public Safety at the time of 
the fall. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Fire alarm 
Location: Hood Hall 
Summary: Fire alarm caused by dust/lint 
from the dryer vent. System reset. 
Environmental Health and Safety Officer 
Enoch Perkins. 
For the complete Public Safety L.og, visit 
www.ithaca.edu/ithacan. 
KEY 
CMC - Cayuga Medical Center 
DWI - Driving while if!Jp~i~!~. 
IFP -:-;- Ithaca Fire Department , . 
IPD. :_ Ithaca P.oiice pepartmeot '_ 
MVA- Motor.vehicle accident 
RA ~ Resident ,ass~stant. ' . '' ' . 
TCSD - Tompkins County Sheriff's 
Department 
V& T - Vehicle and traffic violati~n . 
That's what 
. we're here for. 
~?~f.c.u 1re not 
ah,~e. It can help 
tc{ta·fk. Visit the 
.. couns.eling center-
. ~t·~L , . 
call 274-3136 or 
just st~p in. 
It's-free, confiden-
tial, staffed by 
:.-. pr'C)f~~iqnals~ and 
easy to find. Use 
the side door of 
the Hammond 
Health Center-
down the stairs -
f aci_ng the parking 
lot. We're open 
Monday through 
Friday, 8:30 -a.ni. to 
5:0Q p.m. 
Quote of the week 
"My aim is to keep them smiling, es-
pecially the young ladies" 
- Vince DeChellis, Page 19 
Editorials 
Reasonable service 
College ~h.Quld choose more frequent buses 
Though TCAT has offered two choices for im-proving bus service to campus, Ithaca College re-ally has only o~e option. If administrators want 
to be trusted and believed when they give their word, 
they must continue to offer bus service to and from the 
College Circle Apartments, even though that is the more 
expensive of the two options presented by TCAT. 
The current service offered · by TCAT' s route 11 
is woefully inadequate. The vast majority of facul-
ty, staff and off-campus students still drive individ-
ual cars to campus every day despite free and reduced 
price bus passes because service is inconvenient and 
confusing. Buses simply do not go between The Com-
mons and the college often enough to make public 
transit a reasonable, reliable alternative to driving to 
campus. TCAT acknowledges this fact ·and has of-
fered suggestions for improving service. 
One choice is to return to the schedule used last year 
that offered a30-minute loop but did not serve the Col-
lege Circle Apartments. The other option - which the 
college ought to choose - is to add another bus to the 
current service, a move that would cut wait times in 
half. This option would require the college to pay for 
the extra bus, but the benefits of more coavenient and 
easy-to-use bus service that continues to reach the Cir-
cles far outweigh the increased cost. - · ·· 
When the coilege made the decision to bring the·Cir-
cles on campus for this academic year, administrators 
vowed to work with TCAT to provide bus service to 
the apartments. Now they may be tempted to save mon-
ey by doing away with that service. 
No matter how palatable that alternative may be, the 
college must remain true to its word and continue to 
"provide service to the Circles. Two buses operating on 
a 40-minute loop would provide the dual benefit of · 
maintaining vital service to the Circles and also offer-
ing a more convenient means of transportation that more 
members of the college communicy would ·use. 
Russian experience 
Visiti"!T,g scholars ofter worldwide l<}arning 
The Russians are coming. Actually, they're already 
here, participating in classes, learning how American 
journalism is taught and helping in·the college's con-
tinuing effort to internationalize its cuniculum. 
With the aid of a State Department grant, five Russ-
ian.scholars have arrived from Rostov State Universi-
ty to observe journalism classes here. In the summer, 
faculty from Ithaca Copege .and New York Universi-
ty will travel to Russia to see how things are done there. 
With a myriad of study abroad options to choose 
from and faculty members who study abroad and bring 
those experiences back to campus, this institution is ex-
panding an Itha<;a College education beyond South Hill. 
Christopher Harper, Park . distinguished chair, 
should be commended for his vision and efforts in 
making this program a reality. The college also de-
serv.es credit for its willingness to take on a program· 
that will require support but that will also provide a 
valuable experience for the entire campus. 
Students should seek out interactions with the .vis-
iting Russian scholars and take advantage of a unique 
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Bias group must go 
1\v9 weeks ago, Rory Rothman of · 
the Bias-Related Incidents Committee 
asked for community feedback about 
the committee. As the chair of the Itha-
ca College Republicans and a defend-
er of free-speech rights, I would like to 
share my thoughts. . · · 
First of all, Ithaca College is no 
safer for having a bias committee. As 
Alan Kors m~ntioned last semester, at 
colleges where speech codes have 
been abolished, incidents of violence 
toward minority groups have consis-
tently gone down. lf you take away the 
attention given to those who would.act 
immaturely · and inappropriately, 
many lose their incentive to do so. 
Secondly, the "bias" that is punished 
under the committee is unfairly one-
sided, as it would be in arty institution 
in which a majority group gets to say 
which speech is acceptable from the mi-
nority population. The committee 
may seem benevolent on its face, but 
· at its heart it is censorship of unpopu-
lar ideas. This creates a chilling effect 
on honest political debate. Free 
speech must mean freedom to present 
all opinions, even when they are un-
popular or "offensiye." 
Lastly, the committee takes away the 
· opportunity for debate on many social 
·issues. When unkind things are said, • 
the response should be discussion, not 
Letters 
censorship. ICR responds to wide crit-
icism of our views by holding frequent 
events to challenge -stereotypes. Any 
group that finds their views and opin-
ions challenged should employ similar 
tactics. The answer is always more 
speech, never less. 
It's time to get rid of the bi~ com- , 
inittee. ~ · 
MICHELLE MEREDITH '05 
Chairwoman, !CR 
New views iinportant 
As a parent, an environmentalist. a 
philanthropist, a humanitarian., a be-
liever in peace and as a member of the 
Ithaca College Board of Trustees, I feel 
compelled to write on behalf of my 
friend, Maura Stephens. I do not think 
she deserves the mean-spirited mali-
ciousness that your press generated. 
I know that Maura traveled to Iraq 
with ·admirable intentions. Maura was 
a member of a group of extremely brave 
women who care deeply about this 
planet, its children and the generations 
to come. I am grateful for her courage 
and feel that her act warrants accolades, 
not recriminations. At a time when our 
mainstream press has been reduced to 
propaganda for war-mongering, our 
country needs to perceive the ordinary · 
people of Iraq through a woman's 
lens. We need to "see" the people that 
THURSDAY · 
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we are going to incinerate and poison 
with bombs casually launched from air-
craft miles above them. We are also 
concerned about our own young mili-
tary people being placed in harms way, 
both physically and psychological-
ly. There are many of us that are terri-
fied about the implications of nuclear 
and biochemical warfare. As a former 
teacher, I feel that Maura's tri\) was a 
fact-finding mission .. It was an under-
taking that transcends partisanship. 
Education is about academic freedom 
and the pursuit of truth. Thank you, 
Maura, for acting on your convictiohs. 
ADELAIDE PARK GOMER 
Ithaca College Trustee 
SEND A LETTER 
The Ithacan welcomes corre-
spondence from all readers. 
Please include your name, 
phone number, year of gradua-
tion and/or your organization-
al or college title/position.· 
Letters must be 250 words or 
less and signed and submitted 
in writing or through e-mail 
by Monday at 5 p.m.for publi-
cation. The Ithacan reserves 
the right to edit letters for 
length, clarity and tas~e. 
Tell 5,000 people what you think every week. 
Contribute to these pages. 
Contact Opinion Editor Joe Geraghty at 274-3208 
to let your voice be heard. 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 2003 OPINION 
Small· budgeth1g group 
makes big decisions 
If John F. Kennedy's words about service 
are still relevant - I would . argue, in fact, 
critical - then let us not forget" to apply them 
to our college as well as our country. Interest 
in student government seems to be waning, 
just as exciting changes are taking place and 
important decisions are being made._Not the 
least of those decisions is the Student 
Government Association Budget 
Cemmittee's · responsibility to allocate more 
ADAM 
AURAND 




· stands at six . 
Guest Writer 
I .. fear that such 
important decisions as 
those we face in the 
future will be made by a 
very small number of 
students. Our 
student-to-member ratio 
stands at one 
representative for every 
1,000 students. 
• ELIZABETH MITCHELL/THE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN KATHRYN WOZENCROFT, left, junior Lawrence Mollicone, junior Julie 
Zeldin and junior Angela Gaullo are four of the six members of the Student Government 
Association's Budget Committee. The group Is responsible for distributing nearly 
$400,000 to ~dent organizations.· 
Membership in the Budget Committee 
is open to any student on campus, not just-
SGA representatives. All one must do to 
join is receive approval at a -session of 
Student Congress. Students would be 
better served by the committee if more 
students sei:ved on the committee. 
Currently, the SGA Budget Committee 
administers 56 active student organizations. 
Last year, our active organizations finished 
wi~ $7,550 of unspent, fµnd-raised money. . 
I . hope that our groups .• .c~n . on~e again 
combine 10 be such a succc~s., . , . 
L~i;t week, The Ithacan ,rep,~rted ~hat 
SGA-.funded organizations will be 
:''assigned roll-over accounts for any 
_,unspent, fund-raised . money. In other 
, w9rds, if a group is requi,:~ ~9,r~ise funds 
, J and, it does, it c~ keep wh~t ,is left over at · 
the end of the year. For many groups, this 
is an enormous opportunity. 
I encourage all groups to ramp up fund-
raising efforts to take advantage · of this 
opportunity. I realize how challenging and 
time-consuming fund raising can be and I 
hope this is a way of making those efforts 
more rewaidipg. 
No organization js 'in danger of-losing its 
current budget ~ · provided all fund-raising . 
requirei:n~nts. ai:e met~ --:- and funding . 
incr~ are. still ,possible. However, the 
SGA Budget Comnti.ttee must wol'.k with 
fewer resources next year and it is our hope 
that each organization can fill that void with 
its fund raising ,this year and next. 
But the work of the committee does, not 
stop there. We are cµrrently reviewing and 
considering an online budget process for the 
spring, when groups make their requests for 
the 2003-2004 academic year. We then have 
the responsibility to allocate more . than 
The Way 
I See It 
Dorm damages add up 
to· injustice for -all 
College authorities will take cannot be expected to know the 
advantage of students if they do name of every other student. This 
not fight back. Instead of letting is not · a prison where it's 
this happen, let's work to make a mandatory to wear a number 
change. You recently received a post¢ on the front and back of 
bill for the damages which were the shirt. Not yet, anyway. 
blamed on Most important, . though, 
your floor qr everyone in America has the 
$385,000 to our organizations. . 
It is the "we" that is my , ,concern. 
Remember, our membership stands ai six. 
I now call on any and all concerned 
students to consider devoting some timeJ9:.a · 
branch of our student government. ¥ QU wm, .-, • ; 
find much work fo be done and many 
deci$iQns tQ · be made. All · it takes to get- · 
involved is a stop by the Student Activities , 
Center on the third floor of the Campus 
Center. . 
As for the Budget Committee, we will 
continue to meet at noon, every Tuesday in 
Friends 209, and ask ourselves how best to · 
·help all_ of our organizations. WiU you 8$k 
how best to help us? · 
Adam Aurand is a junior journalism major. 
E-mail him at aaurandl@ithaca.edu . 
possibly the right to ~ presumed innocent . . SARAH SCHULTE/THE ITHACAN 
e n t i r e until proven guilty. With its FRESHMAN STACEY EMERY looks over the broken windows 
bu i Id in g . residence hall d~age policy, on the third floor of Landon Hall Tuesday morning. 
These bills Ithaca College is taking away on . my own bill was for the this school is already a burden on 
a r e that right. · replac~ment of a discharged fire many · students, along with 
completely This is supposed to be a extinguisher Dec . . 31. To the · having to pay for room and 
unjust and learning environment. As the best of my knowledge, no board and books. We shouldn't 
i mm or a I , ·school's .mission statement students were allowed in the have to worry aboµt this extra 
and you states: ~~Ithaca College is dorms at that time. None of the . theft from the school. _..,_ .,.. · · 
should not dedicated to fostering residents could have committed While the college states that 
pay them. . intellectual growth, aesthetic . or even witnessed the crime, yet you cannot contest_ public 
DAVE ZUPAN 
Guest Writer 
The letter that came attached appreciation, and character we're still being billed for it. damages, we must unite and 
with the damage bills stated that development in our students." I The Student Handbook says stand up together. You can start 
residents have the opportunity didn't find any place in the while students live on campus · by heading to the following site, 
to identify the culprit in handbook or mission statement · they are responsible for the www.geocities.com/icdamagebill. 
common damages. If the culprit where' Ithaca College makes all safety and condition of college Download the attached letter 
isn't found, all the residents its students deputized sheriffs. I property in common areas. Why and bri~g it to th~ Office of 
have to pay. This decision may be old-fashioned but I have is the college passing on its own Residential Life, which ii 
cannot be appealed. always believed that a college is responsibility to the students? located on the lobby level of the 
· There are several problems a place to l~am and further There is enough to wqrry about East Tow.er. If we stick.together, 
with thismethodofcharging. If a one's education. The entire with classes and grades, we can make a change. 
lone student does damage and no community should not be extracurricular activities and 
one witnesses it, then no one can punished and fined for failing to postgraduation plans. We are not Dave Zupan is a sophomore 
report it. Also, students who tum tum in a c·riminal. · ducking responsibility. Our · · social studies education major. 
in others for damages may face The damage policy is simply responsibility is to. scboolwork E-mail him at 
retaliation. In addition, students out!agequs. One.of tl}e charges . and our own room. '.fhe.tui.tion at · · dzupanl@ithaca.edu· 
Debates and commentari~s w111 ·;.,~~ .. on thi~-pa~~ weekl~:·T~: cdiltribute, pleas~ ~ail.~~i,ni~n· Editor J~ Geraghty at 274-3208. 




would help Ithaca 
A friend of mine who is considering 
applying to Ithaca !Med me recently to 
ask about the place. Being 18, he first 
asked, "What are the 
girls like?" His second, 
more legitimate 
questioo was what the 
City of Ithaca was like. 
It's a good question ~ 
the environment around 
us greatly affects our 
college experience. 
Ithaca's a nice 
town .. . but there's not 
much to it. Oh, there's 
DAVID about eight places to 
DONOVAN buy used books or 
·cooperatively made 
p.ottery, but students o{ten have to 
sojourn to Lansing, if not Cortland or 
Syracuse, to buy basic essentials. The 
problem is, though college students 
fuel Ithaca's economy, .many,elements 
of the city firmly oppose bringing in the 
kind of big-box business that we 
desperately need. 
I recently talked_to Ithaca Mayor Alan 
Cohen about two major strains of 
,oppo,ition · to.. development in Ithaca. 
One is . an .opposition to big 
. conglomerates. I actually like big 
. conglomerates. They provide me with 
useful goods at reasonable prices and 
sometimes even with a job. 
The other concern is for the 
environment, one that's well-intended 
but unfounded. When companies such 
•as Target pass on Ithaca (wkich Target 
did), they usually just head down the 
road to places like (in this case) 
Pyramid Mall in Lansing, contributing 
to urban sprawl and loss of open si;,ace. 
But when big businesses come here, it 
rneans more tax revenue for the city, 
which means more money to pay for 
public transit, parks and other services 
that improve Ithaca. 
It also gives students more things to 
do. Cohen described a land deal the city 
is · working on in the West End-
Waterfront area that would bring more 
restaurant and entertainment · entities 
there - businesses that could address 
the conspicuous Jack of things to do on 
weekends here. As a student, I found the 
prospect intriguing, and I think such a 
project would make Ithaca College more 
enticing to incoming students. 
. Development also especially benefits 
college students because it creates the 
entry-level jobs many students rely on to 
p.ay tuition·. They further create more 
competition between employers, which 
means salaries go up, and greater 
consumer choice, which drives down 
costs and lets students keep more money 
for themselves. 
The more services and things there 
are to do in Ithaca, the more anracti ve 
Ithaca College becomes, the better 
students it brings in and the more 
prestigious the school (and our degrees) 
become. So while I'm especially 
interested in changes to the city that will 
benefit me in my remaining year here, I 
also feel like I have a stake in the long-
term prosperity of Ithaca. · 
I think the best thing the college can 
do is get more students to share that 
stake .. Yes,- most of us are only here 
temporarily, but the decisions that are 
made downtown directly affect our 
lives. Many of us complain (rjghtfully 
so) that there's nothing _to do in town, 
and then absolve ourselves of the 
decision proc_ess. And that makes it 
tougher to put on a positive spin when 
friends ask, "So ... what's Ithaca like?" 
David Donovan '.r Voice· of Reason 
appears in this space every other week. E-
mail him at ddonoval@ithaca.edu. 
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Web Hosting $IO/month, $100/year 
No Domains, 1 E-mail, 25 Megs, SSL, CGI 
Dialup $20/month, $200/year 
56K, 6 E-mails, News, 25Megs, SSL, CGI 
Domains, $10/month, $100/year 
10 E-mails, 25 megs per domain 
Business ffigh Speed $250/month, $2500/year 
5 Gigs free, $10/Gig, Unlimited E-mails, News, DNS 
Colocations $250/month, $2500/year 
3 Machines, 5 Gigs free, $10/Gig, 24x7 Access, DNS 
Want Internet? Get Lightlink. 
FLOWER FIELD 
FLORIST 
FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED 
402 W. COURT ST., ITHACA 273-1212 
r--------------------------------------------------, 
! VAJLIENT[NIE [))AY SJPJBCCJIAJL ! 
I I 
I I 
1 ONE DOZEN LONG STEMMED ASSORTED COLOR ROSES 1 
$55.00 
CASH & CARRY ONLY NO RAIN CHECKS 
PRESENT THIS COUPON AND TAKE $5.()() OFF 





{ . ·. 
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•:1'~;,- . 
• Some Schola . · available. 
• 27 4-7308 Wendy Fonder 
• Email: mba@ithaca.edu 
• www.ithaca.edu/business 
~tud!J at 4 
Au!!ft~!i~n 
U n;vet!!itie~ 
in 1 ~f!tnP.~ted 
~xpetfonfiHf, 
hand~-on fo~tnih~ 
in and out of 
the elR~ !:! t oorn r 
lrl ~I t\( :,\ * 










THE MOST UNIQUE STUDY AIROAD PROGRAM I AUSTRA IA! 
INTERESTED? COME LEARN MORE! 
Thursday, February 13, 5:00-6:00 
... TEXTOR I 02 .-.. 
Tuesday, February 18, 12: I 0- 1 :05 
.... TEXTOR I 03 ,,,,_ 
,,.,. ......... I . .......... ~ 
O..of~P441--.ll) ...... C...-..»4-lM. ..... ...Ot.l-.• 
;:; ~ ··: ~r"ll! ue~rls ~ J)tt(t ~ Sr(' ! 
.. "f NAlURALLY,REATFOOD! 




~liiiiilliiii1la&il..;a; 308,..310 STEWART AVE 
277-4710 i -I 
: Open Mon: 8am-2pm • Tues-Fri: 8am-Midnight • 
I Sat & Sun: 9:30am-Midnight • Major Credit Cards Accepted I ,_ .. _ .. _,,_ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _,,_,,_ .. _ .. _ .. _,,_,,;, 
· . Did Y}OU ~now? 
Every minute·, six young people under the age 
of 25 become infected with HIV! 
At least 50% of all new HIV infections are 
estimated to be among those 
under the age of 25. 
·-~::--.-:..~. -- ----~ ...... -....  :·---..-:---.:-
Wondering how to show your love 
on Valentine~s Day? 
Protect yourself & the person you love by 
making healthy choices. 
Sponsored by the Ithaca College AIDS Wo~king Group 
Alovableinstitulion 
Vince DeChellis, 88-year-old Towers 
Dining Hall worker, is a campus fixture. 
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With a neoo studio downtown, 
the yoga craze in Ithaca continues 
BY NICOLE GEARING 
Staff Writer 
Visitors to the recently opened Santoslia oga Canter 
on Brfodley Street can experience a piece of fndia with-
out leaving Ithaca's West Side. As they open the small~ plain 
door to the studio, they'll begreeted by a warm tream oi 
incensed air, the solemn face of a brass Budo}}a amf the 
high-pitched sound of a Sanskrit cJian _ 
The last student to leave the Sunday afternoon class, a 
thin, blonde--haired woman, sCretche.s her arms to the sky* 
Studio owner and; dlre..ctor- J1m,Eavenson~ wearing shiny 
maroon short:s and a.faded black tank top. adjusts her pos-
ture with lirs~ tan hands_. . 
The worcf'-Santosha" means •~contentment" in Sanskrit,. 
and that's what Eavenson said He tries to bring students 
at his new d_owntown itftdj and at classes in Ithaca Col-
lege's Fitn~s-s•Center. -
0 People,co.me to )'.oga nowadays because the world is 
a difficult place to live in-right now," Eavenson said. 
''People recognrm. the physical aspects of the prac-
tice, and then learn it's beyond working with the 
oody to the mind/heart complex. It gives one a 
sense of purpose and connection to other peo-
ple and living things." 
Eavenson first modeled yoga positions at age 
12 while gazing at Public Broadcasting Services' 
"LiUias," in his Reading, Pa., living room. But the 
rigors of professional dancing rep faced yoga when 
he joined modem performance companies in New York 
City, Switzerland and Canada. When,, he.wanted to retire 
from dancing 25 years later, he realized teaching yoga 
would be the best career move. 
"The primary benefits for me are. peace of mind, re-
duction of stress and Teaming about myself in a nonjudg-
mental way/' Ea¥enson said. "It's learning about what it 
is to be human." 
The Santosha Yoga Center, which held iJs grand open· 
ing Jan. 25, is housed in the former AeroplaneHactory, an 
enormous turquoise-colored warehouse situated aqross from 
Pete's Convenience Store on East State,Street. 
Two religious icons by Tibetan artistP-alden Osh~ adorn 
the bare whiteiceilirrgof the 
studio. 'Fhe dark violet lo-
tus blossom symboli~s, 
purity, divine birth and spiritu-
al fulfi11ment for Hindus. And 
the graceful, living limbs of the 
bodlil tree shelter Buddha as 
he meditates on the meaning 
of life. 
"Yo_ga is not a reli-
gion " Eavepson said. 
"Some, ~.opfe think that 
becaus- of' its cultural 
ties to Indfa, but it's uni-
versal.'" 
At th~ end of the 
Sunday lesson~ Eav-
enson stows the. 
woman s . mat in a 
comer, fill~ with 
other sUpP.lies'.'-
cfasses right n w." 
Ruch-anan said that in 2001 ~rican Coun-
Q.ifon Fitne found that:r,-o_ga a thesmostpopu .. 
lar exercise cJas • ith t nnmtx}r of Pilates fol-
lowers a so gro~w, · 
Boc.ihamrrl,mentfon tlJa allnougfrS'ome stu-
de11ts wished tfi~yo~ da ef fr~__. they are 





Four 90-minute oJa~~aro:offe11 at the Fit-
ness Center. for 1 woo.Rs each S(}tnes(C'r: one 
6eginne_r, tw0 basic au •On'l intermediate. Two• 
other Santosha instmc:tors, Sara B.rown, an 
Itltaclr,/Jlffl1~nd Ceild{atch, a Cor-
nell University graduate student. ass,ist Eav-
enson by teaching a beginner and basic 
class. 
CARLY CHAMBERLIN/THE ITHACAN 
YOGA INSTRUCTOR Jim Eavenson 
stretches In his new downto~n 
Ithaca studio. 
''Oo-jai-ee, oo~jai-ee, oo-jai-ee," Eav-
enson repeats while demonstrating the 
"sound of the ocean" breath amidst a 
group of beginning students in the Fit-
ness Center's aerobics room. "This 
type of breath provides the be-
ginning of calmer, meditative 
state," Eavenson said, "It 
certainly can be used in 
daily life." 
multicolored wool blankets, 
wooden blocks, cushioned chairs 
and white straps. 
Eavenson said the class uses all 
of these objects to move their bodies into 
"steady, comfortable and firm'tpositi.ons, 
Yoga was founded by P,atanjaU 
2,000 to 5,000 years ago. Historians dif-
feron just who Patanjali was - a man 
or a group - and when the practi be-
gan,} Eavenson explained. Patarrjar crn.-
ated 185 sutrasj or teachings that 
showed the way to a happier, healthier state 
of being. 0nly three of these command-
., ments nertained to the liuman body. but,in-
di idJ}al uY,ogis/ ' pragi~ioners o }".Qg.a, have 
,~ sio~ created, thousands of postures conforming' to 
tJie:, Ystea<tr, comfortable and firm" requir~ent 
"ffier ar tw.O txPeS O common}~ pJacti .~ _xoga -
Ashtanga and Iyengar:. Bav:enson's eolfege asse$' m~tl 
Ashtanga,, or ''flowing'' i oga, with some elements of tfie 
Iyengar pr~ctice, Asfitanga uses ttte,.atool ofibreath to find 
a meditative state while-moving through c,hall@gh}g po ,.,, 
tures , Iyengar is often caUed "prop'1 -yo~ becaps, fi it 
frequent reliance on objects to aecpmp11"Sh p~!l,llS.t 
gar was formerly taught at the Itba _ {le~ 'tn s 
ter by local instructor Jes _ ica RO<fwsy -
Brad Buchanan, manager of reweatro.nal rt . 
tliatalthough the Fitness Center wont I ~ llilllc.n •.-
both types of classes. scheduling; conlU 
thatthis spring. But Buchanan said the. a 
yoga hasn 't hurt participation in gronR ~~ · 
"We h~ve over 2p(}- · paTtic-ipant t 
J!IJQbanan·s~-iji. \'We.'r~d9ivg fllJ!r P-i!I t 
Eavenson said 
many of his students feer 
emotionally and psycho-
logicaUy weighed down by 
d.emanding academic or ex-
tracumcuiar schedules. He said 
Ion hours of computer work can 
wr~ liavoc on the body. If done proper-
1~ Eavenson explained,_yoga can alleviate stress 
wfiile encouraging students to listen to their bodies. 
"Prozac is the No. 1 prescribed drag in the-icountry/' 
Eavenson said. "If they're unhappy~ yo_ga works with find-
ing a much better, balanced Sta of mmd./~ 
Sophomore Lauren Aslt~organ said she hopes the class, 
her first enQounwr wJth yoga. wil JTiprove lier, classroom 
work. 
"I'm taking it be.cause Fm a v0¢al1st{' Ash-Iv{brgan satct 
''Pait of studying voice-i$ leamfhgrto r~eas t~Asion and' 
use the-body to its fullest potentraf1~1-
Stn&nts of yoga mayfiave a reputation for6encling them-
seJve_s inta pretzels, but freshman Susan Krans said ~,oga bas 
actµal · helped Her unravel the stressJn her life. · 
"I feel much cafmer 
on a daily basis it l do 
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Barbershop stands test of time Accent 
On BY KELLY O'BRl'EN S taff Wr it e r 
At the turn of the 20th century, 
downtown Ithaca looked a good 
deal different than it does today. The 
Commons was open to what little 
traffic there was. The Ithaca Hotel 
sat, in all its m_agnificence, across 
the street from an ice cream parlor 
run by a man named Simeon. And 
just below the parlor, at the bottom 
of a narrow staircase, was the Cor-
nell Barbershop. 
Although The Commons has un-
dergone many facelifts since those 
days, a·· barber pole still marks the 
staircase that leads below Simeon's 
restaurant to the Cornell 
Barbershop. 
"It's always been an old-type bar-
bershop," said owner Bill Murray. 
"And honestly, it's never changed." 
A hundred years ago, if an Itha-
ca resident had walked in, he would 
have seen a white tile floor and a re-
flective ceiling of polished tin pan-
els. He would have seen his face (in 
need of a bit of a shave) reflected in 
the mirrored wall . Settling comfort-
ably into a plush leather barber chair, 
he could have greeted the barber by 
his first name and asked him for a 
shave·and a haircut. If that Ithaca res-
ident's grandson were to walk into 
the shop today, his experien~e 
would be virtually identical. 
Murray said that since he took 
over in 1970, he has never refur-
bished the shop, preferring to keep 
the old-time feel. Nor has there been 
much need for renovation~ the orig-
inal interiors have held up impres-
sively. The smooth' tile floors have 
needed patching on1y'once, and when 
the occasional tin panel has pulled 




Hometown: Manhattan, N.Y. 
Which is the best dining 
hall and why? Terraces. 
One word. STIR FRY. 
LIZ VETRANO/THE ITHACAN 
ITHACA RE~IDENT DAN BAKER gets his weekly trim at the Cornell Barbershop from owner Bill Murray. 
The barbershop has been operating for more than a century. 
What flag would you fly on 
the Ithaca College flagpole, 
and why? Something with a 
monkey 'cause they're just 
funny. Either that or a spatula 
'cause they're funny too. 
paired it by riveting flattened tin cof-
fee cans on in ~eir place. 
The only thing that has changed, 
Murray said, is the cost of-a haircut. 
In 1970, a trim cost $2. Today, the 
barbershop charges $12. 
The decor is not the only part of 
the barbershop that _hearkens back 
to old times. Murray's predecessor 
was a man named Bob Dickson, a 
Canadian barber. Dickson . taught 
Murray a lot about running a bar-
bershop, he said. _ 
· "[Dickson] looked at people as 
his friends more than as his cus-
to~ers," Murray said. "He 
taught me [that] cutting hair is not 
just about cutting hair. He taught 
me. simple things that really 
make a difference." 
So when his customers come 
through the door, Murray said, he 
tries his best to make them feel at 
home. 
"That's what makes a busi-
ness," he said. 
· Along with friendly service, 
one of the things th~t makes Cornell 
Barbershop unique is its longevity. 
It's not just the building that has re-
mained consistent. Since the busi-
ness started, there have been only 
three owners, Murray said. 
The clientele also demonstrate a 
certain constancy. One of their reg-
ulars, retired Ithaca College pro-
fessot Willard Daetsch, came in one 
day with his father, his son and his 
grandson, Murray said. Four-gen-
erations sitting down in . four, 
decades:-old barber chairs. 
Even Murray's family has a his-
tory with the place. His grand-
mother and grandfather remem-
bered getting th.eir hair cut at the 
Cornell Barbershop when they 
were growing up, he -said. 
Now, Murray's sons are helping 
to prolong the barbershop's phi-
losophy and ambience; both of 
them work for their father. · 
Matt, a graduate of Atlas Barber 
School, just came to work for his 
father six months ago after work-
ing all over New York-city. He said 
he is happy to be working in such 
a unique barbershop. 
"Of all the places I worked," 
Matt said, "not one cut hair like this, 
literally." . 
If you were a late-night talk 
show host, who would 
your celebrity sidekick 
be? Why? Definitely Conan 
O'Brien. The guy's funny, 
smart, cute and above all 
funny. 
What's the best pizza lo 
Ithaca? Gino's? I dunno, it 
used to be Manhattan P.izza 
(which is better). 
Do you have any guesses 
on how many days we 
have left until war with 
Iraq? No. And by no, I mean 
about four or five months .- cn 
' Jo1i he doib~ Val8bti11e's DaJ !rter · 
-·~ . Dark~ 
J 011 t,e RJIJ., g1B. R1d jfter DRrk tor.~ 
DlNNBR AND A Mo~t= 
SWtT NoMt At.A~AMA 
FridD' Febl'll81l I~ 
Doors OpeJJ Rt 6:00 . .. 
Free rood wth ticket Bl door ◄ 
First Co:tne First ~er1e 
► 
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Beloved. card-swiper 
offers honest advice 
BY STACEY COBURN 
Staff Writer 
Most students despise working in the din-
ing halls. But Vince DeChellis, an energ~tic 
man at the youµg age of 88 whose white 
puffy hair pops out from underneath his din-
ing hall cap, looks forward to working at the 
Towers Dining Hall every day. 
Vince has been called an institution at the 
college, and nearly all students who eat 
lunch at the Towers know who he is. For 
23 years, Vince has been sitting on his stool 
outside the dining hall, peering out of his 
big, bla~k-rimmed glasses as he gives stu-
dents his advice: eat breakfast, keep warm 
and have a safe weekend. 
"I see that the kids are having the right 
meal plans and eating their breakfast on a 
regular basis - that's the most important 
meal of the day, I tell them," Vince said. 
"Some of them don't pay any attention 
though, they don't want to get up in the . 
morning." 
Vince said he hopes students will take his 
advice, but sometimes he wonders if they do. 
Before he worked at Ithaca College, Vince 
was in the Air Force and then worked for 
MCI as a computer engineer. He retired at 
age 62. 
Vince ·said he got bored after a few years 
and found his job at Ithaca College through 
a senior citizens' employment center. 
lunch hours, said that being around the stu-
dents makes him feel young, especially the 
female students. ' 
"My aim is to keep them smiling, espe-
cially the young ladies," Vine~ ,said. 
Germano said he has known some 
women who make Vince Valentine's Day 
cards. Vince said he didn't know anything 
about students giving him cards, but said he 
plans to give his wife 60 carnations Friday, 
one for every year they've peen married. 
Stephanie Lehner, a freshman social · 
studies major, said she goes to the Towers for 
lunch specifically to see Vince. She said Vince 
scolds her for not eating breakfast. 
· "He is just a generally nice, caring per-
son," Lehner said. "I think he takes a lot of 
pride in his job. · · 
Vince also likes to.make sure that fresh-
man roommates and physical therapy majors 
Michele Tolpa and Jessica Sciortino eat their 
breajcfast. · Tolpa and Sciortino said Vince 
knows they always gQ to eat together and asks 
where the other one is when they do not. 
Vince always sings "Michelle" by the 
Beatles whenever Tolpa goes through his line. 
"He takes time to· ge! to know everyone 
even though all he is doing is swiping peo-
ple's cards," Sciortino said. "He takes time 
to have a little conversation with them." 
THE ITHACAN 19 
. LAURA BAUMAN/THE ITHACAN 
Sophomore English major Billy Germano 
said Vmce talks and jokes with him about ski-
ing .and the weekend. He said he doesn't al-
ways go through Vince's line, however,~-
cause it takes twice as long with him· talk-
ing to everyone. 
Vince is not only well-liked by students 
but also by his co-workers. Tim Leonard, 
a dining services manager, said he enjoys 
working with Vince and always gives him 
the highest ranking 011 his evaluation. 
"He has a remarkable memory for some- · 
one of his age, for someone of any· age re- · 
ally," Leonard said. "He is friendly to 
everyone who comes in~ he remembers their 
names, he remembers where they come from, . 
he remembers their majors." 
VINCE DECHELLIS swipes cards at the Towers Dining Hall last week. DeChellls, 88, 
has been a dining hall employee for the last 23 years. 
set up the food line even though it isn't part 
of his job. 
told him, he told her funny stories, and they 
joked all day. He also gave her advice, just 
as he does for the students. 
"Vince is a great_ guy, always talking to 
you, bµt lie pays a little more attention to the 
women than to the guys," Germano said. 
"I hope I can be that way when I am old-
er," Punger said. "Of course, I've got a ways 
[ to go]. But he is a lot of fun to be around." 
"He told me not to think about it as if he 
was gone but as if he was still here," Punger 
said. "And that's what I do - he's still here. 
It makes me feel better." Vince, who works part-tim~ during the 
• Barbara runger, a dining hall employee, 
said Vince tells great stories and helps her 
Punger recently lost her husband and said 




Do you Want t~ quit smoRing? 
Maybe quitting's not for _you, but 
you're trying to cut bacb a l_ittle? · 
Are you trying to help a friend 
quit or cut bacR? 
The Ithaca College Office of Mul~icultural Affairs 
Center for LGBT Education, Outreach & Services 
is here to help. 
Through wor~hops, free quit bits, and 
providing information and support 
the Center is here t~ help LGBT and 
allied people at Ithaca College 
quit or reduce their smobing .. 
Want to learn more? 
Contact the Center at · 
274-7394 
This srnoRing information and 
education ca11_1paign is possible: 
through a grant from the 
Tompbins County Health 
Depaitment, Tobacco Control 
Coalition 
The LQBT Center proudls, serves 






LGBT people to 
become smo~ers. 
And, rates of 
sn,o~ing among 
LGBT people are 
much higher than 
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CI00ney scores with directorial debut 
BY MICHAEL MERLOS 
Staff Writer 
"Confessions of a Dangerous Mind" 
proves a number of 
things to be true: 
Charlie Kaufman is 
one of Hollywood's 
most valuable trea-
sures, George 
*** ·· confess1ons of a 
Dangerous Mind ·· 
Clooney is endlessly inventive and fascinating 
in his career choices, Sam Rockwell is a star, 
and most of all, the truth does not always 
matter. 
The film concerns itself with Chuck Bar-
ris (Sam Rockwell), a notorious television 
producer responsible for such trash as "The 
Dating Game," "The Newlywed Show" and 
most infamous, "The Gong Show." The film 
is based on Barris' unofficial biography of 
the same name, which proposes that in ad-
dition to his television duties, he was an as- • 
sassin working for the government. The film 
begins with Barris sitting down to write-the 
aforementioned book, and most of the film 
proceeds as a flashback, telling the story of 
Banjs' successes as a producer/assassin and 
failures as a man. 
COURTESY OF MIRAMAX FILMS 
GEORGE CLOONEY, left, and Sam Rockwell star In the crazed biopic, "Confessions of a 
Dangerous .Mind." The film details the supposed secret life of game show impresario 
Chuck B~rrls. Barr:ls claimed he was an oper_atlve for the CIA for more than two decades. 
The pet:formances featured in the film are 
generally stellar. Rockwell is simply won-
derful as Barris. He has always been rele-
gated to the background in most of the films 
he has been featured in, but his excellent 
roles in "Galaxy Quest" and "The Green 
Mile" hinted at · the· massive charisma 
brewing beneatti the surf ace: "Confessions 
of a Dangerous Mind" brings all his enc;r-
gy and unique presence as an actor into 
clear light, and don't be surprised to see him B~more·, in a role that utilizes all her more than eye candy, but there is a great 
getting more great roles after this. He'lends charms, ·plays Barns' on.:...and-off" girl- scene featuring Rockwell . and tier toward 
Barris a distinct sympathy, despite his some- triend •with flair and wit. ' Julia Roberts is the film's climax. Also noteworthy in -the 
times anima:listic attitude toward others. amusing as a female operative who provides · film is Clooney himself, playing the role of 
Without Rock';Vell's ·exceptional skills, Barris with both information about his next Jim Byrd, the CIA recruiter who sees the 
the film would have fallen completely apart assignment and sex. Her charncter is not potential in Barris and conyinces him ,to be--
because he is in virtually e.very scen~'._Drew nearly d~ep enouph t~ f~nction as ,mvc~ :~ ~0131e ~n agent_, He co~ld,~~e ~a:sil~ played 
the role over-the-top, but his understated 
.perf orrp.ance provides a nice balance to 
Rockwell's manic characterization. 
Speaking of Clooney, who makes his di-
rectorial debut here, "Confessions of a Dan-
gerous Mind" is a great-looking film. 
ClQoney shows that he has good taste, us-
ing all manners of zoqms, tracks, sweeps 
and flourishes to tell his story. He is clear-
ly not afraid to take risks as a director, and 
his extensive color palate an_d tricky shots 
lend a great atmosphere to the movie, mak-
ing it feel like both a twisty time warp into 
the '70s and a surreal look into the world 
of a strange, sometimes frightening man. 
Occasionally, it feels as though Clooney is 
working a little too hard to impres~ us, but 
overall he does an admirable job at bring-
ing the story to life. 
Kaufman, as I said before, is a treasure. 
The man behind "Being John Malkovich" 
and one of the best films of 2002, "Adap-
tation," has delivered yet another unique 
and daring screenplay. "Confessions of a 
· Dangerous Mind" is very similar in theme 
to his other works in that it deals with 
strange people who want something better 
and more meaningful in their lives. It is also 
an examination of self-loathing and how 
leading a double life can eat away at hap-
piness and gradually destroy a lifestyle of 
success and pleasure. 
The film never makes it known forcer-
tain what the truth is and wliether Barris was 
actually an assassin for the CIA, but those 
who argue over that are missing the point. 
The fi]m 's narrator is unreliable, but even 
amidst all the possible mendacity, a kiod of 
universal truth emerges about human nature 
and the pain of withheld secrets. ,, 
"Confessions ofa Dangerous Mind" was 
.- writttm by Charlie Kaufman andditJe.Cted.by 
George Clooney. The film stars Sam Rock-
well, Drew,Ba_r:rymore and Julia Roberts. 
r - - , ' • •• ,.,..: w.:J: ,•\~ ..&..,.. .'K .... _,J/ i ~~ .. ~;~·,... ·"' '-.. ,:;· j -~ /;, ··--"'t ""Ji r-"',"'1!!'-...... .,,fl<~. -,·· ,....._·~i.. e....->°""'.~-------;-.......,.~~----------, 
FOtiriUiitiC horror movie .. , .. 
failKto: se_nd ~ni(r~~t~~),t.~: .; , 
BY TAMMIE KISHE'ffE· claim their lives when their last out by the actors. However, ~hese 
Contributini"Wrlter ' .,· -;_ ··.- · ·baby tooth 'falls 'out. , · · '·. ' 'scenes are·only briefly engaged -
--~-. ~, .---- ------ When'' a· 'y6ung · Ryle Walsh is ' 'the suspense is barely built upon be-
"Darkriess Falls" is the latest visited ib{-t~~ -" Tooth ·_ Fa1ry, '.~e · · fore · someone is quickly and me-
g e n e r i c manages-· to ~escape; · even ·as his thodically -killed. • Irrelevant and 
ThMo14awiAg is_;vaHd~ riday 
through Thursday. Times are 
subject to change. 
horror fihfr ··: mother is_murod·ciJ:_by ·tier.:Haunt- stereotypical ·characters .~re_ tnJrq-
to· be ,recy- ed by this painful' memory for 12 · doced for the sole :iiurpq:S.e of~..:. • .. :./ ~J Cinem~polis 
cled and · years, a ·grown41p Kyle (Chaney ing the next expendableyictjt;n_: _:·· . .- .. ;>• The Com,:no~s 
churned out by the Hollywood stu- KJey) has never allowed himself to The script itself "is_~_;isic -and . '.,!J:/'i · 277•61151-
dios. Even first-time director be in the-dark since: However, when repetitiv~. It is incredibf~4~ _it~~~ ": · ---,;:-6~: Pianist ***112 _ 
Jonathon Liebesman offers nothing his childhood sweeth'eart Caitlin three wnters to p_roduce su~h an el- · 7 p.m. and 9:35 p.m. 
. original or remotely scary in this (Emma Caulfield) calls upon him ementary storylme. and dialogue. · . 
pastiche film. to help · her 9iyear-old · brother "Stay in the light" and· "Don't let 
It is set in the town of Darkness Michael (Lee Corrnie) who is de- them put Michael in the dark" are 
Falls, which has . been plagued scribing the same visions, Kyle re- consistently reiterated as though it 
with the· legeiid df Matilda "the turns home to face his past. were part of some elabQrate 
Tooth Fafry" Dixon for150 years. At this point, the narrative scheme. It is safe to say that the ba-
She w·as unjustly accused of an evil abruptly ends and the film turns into sic conc'ept is generally understood 
crime and subsequently killed by a theatrical roller-coaster ride. All early on in the film: Light is good, 
the townspeople. As revenge, the narrative and 'character progression dark is bad. 
Tooth Fairy placed a curse over the is surrendered to the stalker/victim Ultimately, what is truly scary is 
town's children that she would scenario that is laboriously played the striking similarities · that 
"Darkness Falls" shares with Wes 
Craven1s "A Nightmare .on Elm 
Street," which defined the conven-
tional horror genre. Like the former, 
the monster of the film, the iconic 
Freddy Krueger, haunts ·and kills 
teenagers in revenge for his death. 
However, Craven succeeded in 
pacing the scenes,' carefully creat-
ing suspenseful and climactic 
death sequences. Rather than a re-
spectful homage to its predece'Ssor, 
"Darkness Falls" feels more like a 
cheap imitation that somehow fell 
into movie tpeaters. 
Talk to Her - 6 p.m. and 
1"0p.m. 
Fall Creek Pictures 




Adaptation-- 7:15 p.m. and 
9:35 p.m. 
Frida - 9:35 p.m. 
Confessions of a Dangerous 
Mind***- 7:15 p.m. and 
9:35 p.m. 
Hoyts Ithaca 10 Cinema 
Pyramid Mall 
257-2700 
\Th~ /th;;a~ Rati~:'syste~7i 
1 
* Poor I 
I ** Fair , *** Good * * * * Excell..:nt 
The Ho-urs - 1 :20 p.~ .. 4 
p.m., 7:10 p.m., 9:50 p.m. and 
12:10 ~.ffi. ,,, . · .. ,,I. 
•, Cf:l~o T 12:$0 p .rn. , 3:2Q. .. , · ~ 
: ' ~ ~ .. m~; 4:30'rtm:, 6:30 p.m., 7 p.m '. , . 
9:1 O p.m. and 11 :40 p,m: . , 
Shanghai Knights - 1 :15 
p.m., 4:20 p.m., 7:15 p.m., 9:55 
p.m. and 12':15 a.m . 
How to· Lose a Guy in 10 
Days - ·u ,.~o p.m., 3:30 p.m., 
6:40 p.m., ~;20 p.m. and 11 :45 
p.m . . . · %· . 
The RecruJf- 12:55 p.m., 3:35 
p.m., 6:35 p:·m., 9:25 p.m. and 
11 :50 p.m. 
About Schmidt - 12:35 p.m., 
3:45 p.m., 6:45 p.m., 9:35 p.m. 
and 12:05 a.m. 
Gangs of New York - 1 p. m. 
and 9:30 p.m. 
Collegetown Video's 
Top Five Videos of the Week 
1. Sweet Home Alabama 
2. The Master of Disguise 
3. Serving Sara 
4. The Banger Sisters 
5. Blue Crush 
_:,c ~r. Daredevil - 12:50 p.m., 1 :10 
):-. "Da,:k.n_e1s-~-'falls" was written by p.m., 3:40 p.m. , 4:j O p.m., 6:50 
/<f/t1J. Fas' : · ames Vanderbilt and . p:m., 7:20 p.m., 9:30 p.m., 10 
·:1a~!Hari:i ,• irected by Jonathon . · . p.m. , midnight and 12:20 a.m. . . SAB Film Series _ 
-:.tidies d proau_ced by John , '.. · , · _. : •. Textor 102 · 
. C0UR'l=ESVOFQ{jL'(JMBlkPICTlJRES Fasano, John Hegeman .qnd:. ·:TheJu,ngle,BOQk-;! -c-:- 12:45 .; · . ,l _ . ,:,ff;. . 
EMMA CAULFIELD and L~ Corrriie seardH~h~~rl'tHaUurks,irt ;- Wi!tllim,• ,Shilrak:-The · fi/m ·''stars-,. , ~,;p.nTI., 2:45_p.r,n,, .4:4,5 p.m:, 7 P:m .. _., ~weet)Ho.rne Alab~ma _--:-. 
a storage facility in the new horrorfllck, "DarlHieSifftlUs-::' '', Tht-;fltm,', '"'Olianey-"Kley, Emma Caul.field , · · an.d ~p.fTI, • , 'l :,i ,f:• 7JM1"),., ~.:30 p.m. and midnight.. 
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Bands bring energy to Haunt 
Live 
Music 
BY ERIC PIERCE 
Contributing Writer 
At 6:30 p.m. last Saturday 
night, "The Haunt" was empty. 
Aside from a handful of people 
sitting at the bar or gathered in lit-
•tle knots at a f~w of the small ta-
bles, the band on stage was 
playing to an empty room. 
The Velmas opened the 
night's revelry. The three men 
resolutely took the stage and did 
what they could, but with only 
about three people paying at-
tention, it was hard to come up 
with a lot of energy. However, 
the Velmas gave it th~ "old 
college "try." 
born crowd present. 
Voodoo Blue claimed the 
stage as more people arrived, 
though still nothing near a full 
house looked on. Nonetheless, 
the Baltimore-based band 
seemed pumped as they took their 
places, feet bare, seeming small 
compared to those who had 
gone before them. 
'Named after the nerdy char-
acter of Scooby Doo fame, and 
with dolls of said character at-
tached to their mic stands, the Al-
bany-based group had a sound 
that seemed to draw its influences 
from the Verve Pipe and Green 
Day. Their cover of the Scooby 
Doo theme song was the highlight 
of their set. Despite the sparse · 
crowd, they retained their com-
posure. and drew their energy 
from each other. 
KRISTEN MAGEE!THE ITHACAN 
GUITARIST DAN BOOK and vocalist Mike Abrlan of the band 
· Voodoo Blue rock the crowci Saturday night at The Haunt. 
· Lead man Mike Abrian, after 
their first song, seemed to put a 
stake through the heart of the per-
formance, though, by pre-emp-
tively· apologizing for the band be-
ing tired due to a concert the night 
before. However, after all w~ said 
and done, Abrian is either a liar or 
a genius. Abrian is a first-class 
showman, jaunting · around the 
stage like a man possessed. Dan 
Book played guitar and accompa-
nied Abrian on vocals with an un-
flinching harmony that went well 
with the emotionally charged 
lyrics of their. songs. Voodoo 
Blue's bassist, who goes by the 
nickname "Clunky," lumbered 
around the stage for a-while, then 
leaped into the crowd and mean-
dered through the house playing 
his wireless bass like some twist-
ed strolling minstrel. 
Voodoo Blue has the sound of 
a band that is out -to get noticed. 
Their performance had an air of pro-
fessionalism to it that had been lack-
ing in the previous two bands' acts. 
They ·started with a skeptical 
crowd and, by the end of their set, 
had everyone's head rocking with 
their infectious energy. All three 
performances were admirable, but 
Voodoo Blue was d~finitely the 
shining star of the evening. 
As more people slowly trick-
led into the club, Banana Fish 
Zero, another trio, took the 
stage. Beyond the nqmber of 
band members, however, there 
was little similarity between 
BFZ and the Velmas. While the 
Velmas were relatively subdued 
and low-key, the only word that 
can describe the energy that was 
exuded by BFZ is manic. From 
the nun costume sported by 
Texas, the band's drummer, to the 
wide-eyed stare of the lead man 
John Law, the aura of BFZ was 
nothing less than crazed. 
Their punked-out version· of 
Donna Summer's "Hot Stuff," a 
melody with its roots in the dis-
co genre, had. everyone's head 
bobbing. After an. exhausting set 
of charged songs, the band left the 
stage to a smattering of ap-
plause, a significant accom-
. plishment considering the stub-
COURTESY Of WARNER BROS. RECORDS 
Ex-Pumpkin returns 
BY JOHN BRHEL 
Staff Writer 
. After the disintegration of the Smashing 
Pumpkins, singer Billy Corgan could have 
sunken deeper into his world of gloom. In-
stead, he formed 
Zwan and shines. 
"Mary Star of the 
Sea," the band's 
first release, is 
alive and loving, a 
* * *1/2 
Mciry Star 
of the Sea· 
Zwan 
thrilling change of scenery for Co~an. 
"Lyric,".the album's opening track, is an 
exuberant awakening. "Here comes my faith 
to carry me on," praises Corgan. Rat-a-tat 
drumming and soothing female vocals are 
a powerful backup for the repetitive chorus. 
The album's obvious single is "Honest-
ly," a soaring love song. Its chorus rumbles 
"".ith sound and gleams with backing vocals: 
After a series of sob stories, Corgan goes 
back to blowing bubbles with "Heartsong" 
and "Baby, Let's Rock!" The first is a star-
ry dream, synthesizers spouting out soft, 
melodic clouds. The second could be an 
"Abbey Road"-era Beatles song. Upbeat 
and riffy, it's a pleasant and unexpected de-
parture for the former Goth-rocker Corgan. 
The end of the album is assorted and un-
certain. "Yeah!" starts off promising but 
fades. The title-track is a wailing rocker 
about religion. "Come With Me," a dull, 
· Tom Petty-like song, regrettably, concludes 
this great album. 
Zwan offers a fresh message on "Mary 
· C: • Star of the ·-Sea:" how good it is to be free. 
: ,· : :,_,. ·: . .It:s ~ µiess,age backed by substanq, and soul ... 
I 
Rockers blend juice 
of ·all musical fruits 
Maroon 5 creates pop-rock confections 
BY CELIA STA.HR 
Staff Writer 
If you were only to read the seemingly 
heavy-hearted 
lyri~s for the al-
bum . "Songs 
About Jane," 
you might be 
inclined to 
***1 '2 
Songs About J,111c 
r.1,iroon s 
shove the band Maroon 5 into the alternative 
rock category and move along without both-
ering to listen. You'd also be missing out on 
one of the most satisfying albums of last year, 
in which matters of the heart are set to mu-
sic that is almost everything at once ~ rock, 
pop, soul, funk· - yet retains a certain char-
acter that is nothing short of irresistible. • 
Based in Los Angeles, Maroon 5 has been 
on tour with artists like John Mayer, Vanes-
sa Carlton and Nikka Costa. On their Web site, 
the band members say they are "up to the task 
of converting music lovers into their 
groove-based rock and roll world." "Songs 
About Jane," released last summer, is a prac-
tically flawless answer to that ambition. 
Immediately, the funky, energetic tone is set 
by the first two songs, "Harder to Breathe" and 
"This Love," and that enthusiasm lasts until the 
final note of the album. Some songs. are much 
gentler than others, and lead singer/guitarist 
Adam Levine's clear, calming voice melds per-
fectly with the eclectic mix of styles. 
The songs focus on an unoriginal subject 
- the ups and downs of romance - but the 
music is deliciously unique. The. lyrics are 
evocative of those inexplicable feelings that 
come along with love, attraction, sex and 
breakups. But the funky energy of the music 
makes the words seem both bittersweet and 
lighthearted at ~ same time .. The songs are . 
intense, -but the underlying vibe is that, even 
with the-bizarre complexities of the heart, life 
.· . . _can~-~n ._amid th~ mjss~ps .. 
"She Will Be Loved" is a standout for its 
light, beautiful harmony. When Levine 
sings, "I don't mind spending everyday/Out 
on your comer in the pouring rain," the idea 
of romance is what we all would hope it to 
be: simple, whimsical and exhilarating. 
Of course, love stories would be incom-
plete without the bitterness of splits, as seen 
in selections like "Not Coming Home" and 
''Through With You." The live recording of 
· "Not Coming Home" is a fantastic miX of vig-
orous guitar and drums with the solid vocals 
of Levine, who·perfectly delivers lines like, 
"When you refuse me/You confuse : . 
me/What makes you think I'll let you in 
again!fhink again my friend/Go on misuse 
me and abuse me/I'll come out stronger in the 
end." The result is pure, tangible energy. 
Maroon 5 exemplifies what a great band 
should be: lively and charismatic with 
unique styles and lyrics anyone can relate to. 
"Songs About Jane" is a rare 'collection that 
will fit any mood. It accomplishes with ease 
what is increasingly difficult to find: music 
that is intense but also fun. 
COURTESY OF OCTUNE RECORDS 
MAROON 5'a debut album, "Songs About 
J_~ .. J•. -~ of l'OC:k,. pop-·~ .9:0U•· ' 
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as anyone who has done 
a semester in another 
country will tell you. 
Sure, it's plenty of fun 
to be over here in 
London. There's a 
great music scene, 
yoµ can go clubbing 
in Piccadilly or Ox-
ford _Circus any night 
of the week until the 
early morning, and 
there's a pub on al-
most every comer. 
But you know what? 
You can pretty much experience all of 
those things at home in the States. 
It's the other things that make all of 
the difference in the world. 
We, as· Americans, are missing out. 
I'm not trying to put down my coun-
try - I'm proud to say that I. love my 
homeland - but I am pointing-out that 
the United States has only been unit-
ed for less than 250 years. The city of 
London itself has been in existence for 
more than a millennium. Over on this 
side of the Atlantic, they have culture 
and history that have been in place for 
so long that it is absolutely astounding. 
In my one short month here, I've al-
ready experienced so much. I've been 
to Westminster Abbey and the Palace 
of Westminster, which _possesses one of 
the world's most recognizable land-
marks, Big Ben. · If that wasn't 
enough, dozens of monarchs have 
been crowned here, and some of the 
greatest men and women in world his-
tory lie buried on its grounds. Not to 
mention both houses of Parliament and 
the Magna Carta call it home. 
I've traveled to Bath and seen 
where·ihe Romans, those ancient con-
querors whose empire spanned conti-
nents and achievements _boggle the 
mind, came to relax in the bath hous-
es that were ( and still are) filled by a 
natural, refreshing liot spring. 
I've looked up at the ruins of Stone-
henge - tons upon tons of mammoth 
rock silhouetted against the evening 
sky. I stood o.n the same ground where 
untold numbers of travelers, just like 
myself, journeyed to this place of mys-
tery for thousands of years. 
In Glastonbury, a day's travel 
from the city, I walked among the ru-
ined pillars and walls of what once was 
one of the richest abbeys in the coun-
try, second only .to Westminster. The 
abbey, if legend is true (and when you 
look over the hillside and feel the cold 
wind run its ghosts through your hair 
you can't help but believe it is), was 
the home of the famed Holy Grail as 
well as the resting places of its keep-
er, King Arthur, and his Lady 
Guinevere. 
I have seen things that others will only 
read about. I walked across the River 
Thames on London Bridge, only to find 
that it is not falling down. I re-crossed 
the river on the Tower Bridge, whose tur-
rets once held the heads of those declared 
to be enemies of the crown but are now 
filled with smiling children and parents 
with cameras. I have .also been to the 
Tower of London that hails from the time 
of William the Conqueror and was the 
cornerstone of the stone wall that once 
encircled the city, defending it from for-
eign invaders. 
In only a month, I have seen enough 
culture to last a lifetime. To realize how 
amazing the world outside of Ithaca is, 
)«)ti have to go there an experience it for 
yourself. 
Mike . Nagel is a junior jour~lism 
major. E-mail him at 
mTl(Jgel{ ~i~t2--edu. ;. , ... __ 
...... 
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Event of the week 
IC Voicestream, lthacappella and 
Premium Blend sing today at 
8:30 p.m. in Emerson Suites. 
Weekly Cale~dar 
of Events · 
Feb. 13-19 
FOUR-DAY WEATHER FORECAST DID YOU HEAR THE ONE ABOUT .•• 









Forecast issued by the National Weather Service, courtesy of the 
· Northeast Regional Climate Center at Cornell University~ 
Today I
. Junior Recital - Kristin· 
Rightnour, clarinet, at 9 p.m. in 
Hockett Family Re_cital Hall. 
~""-"'""-"'"""""""-"' ....... ____ _ 
Washington Semester Info 
Session - 12:10 to 1 p.m. in Park 
27~ . 
Sports 
Men's and women's Indoor track 
and field at Cornell at 10 a.m. 
Gymnastics at Cornell at 1 p.m. 
Blacks and Latinos Living with 
AIDS - 7 to 9 p.m. in Clark 
Lounge, Campus Cent~r. 
. Women's basketball vs. Alfred at 
2p.m. 
Men's basketball vs. Alfred at 4 p.m. 
I Sunday i 
MATTHEW RICE/THE ITHACAN 
-COMEDIAN ELIOT CHANG had the Pub ·rocking Tuesday night . . The event was sponsored by the Asian 
Culture Club Student Activities Board, African-Latino Society, Office of Multicultural Affairs, Cultural 
Connection, Project Look Sharp, Department of Television-Radio and Office of Affirmative Action. 
Guest Artist - Carsten 
Svanberg, alto/tenor, at 8:15 p.m., 
in Hockett Family Recital Hall, 
Whalen Center. 
IC Volcestream -Also featuring 
lthacappella and Premium Blend · 
at 8:30 p.m. in Emerson Suites. 
AHA Conference Team - 10 
a.m. in Textor 102 and Friends. 
Protestant Worstllp Service -
11 a.m. in Muller Chapel. I Friday I =est -Noon in Campus 
a..... ................ ------- Catholic Mass - 1 and 9 p.m. in 
·Muller Chapel. 
I · Montjay 
WlnterFest - -Noon in Campus 
Center. · 
Interfaith Peace Service -
Noon and 7 p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
Rellglons, Ethnicities~· Identities 
Serles - 7 to 9 p.m. in Park 
Auditorium. 
a.m. to 3 p.m. in Klingenstein 
Lounge, Campus Center. 
"Die Fledermaus1.' Preview - 8 
p.m. in Dillingham Center. 
Senior Recital ....... Alex Friedman, 
euphonium, at 8:15 p.m. in 
Nabenhauer Room, Whalen Center. 
Queal Lecb.n - Linda Maxey, 
marimbts1: at 8: 15•p.ni. ·in Hockett 
Family ·Recital Hall, Whalen Center. 
Center. 
African Americans and AIDS -
7 to 9 p.m. in CNS 112. 
Wind Ensamble - 8:15 p.m. in 
Ford Hall; Whalen Cen~f- . , ., 
Evensong - 10 p.m. in Muller 
Chapel. 
Not .i1 -lfhac• CQ.(~•vet,ts 
are listed In the calendar. 
Shabbat Services - 6 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel. 
Dinner and a Movie .~ "Sweet 
Home Alabama" at 6 p.m. in Pub,. 
Campus Center. 
Senior Recital -Tamara Nelson, 
flute, at 3 p.m. in Ford Hall, 
Whalen Center. 
Comedy ~lub Variety Spectacular I Wednesday I 
- 7 p.m. in Emerson.Suites. .. _________ _ 
Send information to The Ithacan, 
269 Roy H. F?ark Hall, Ithaca 
College, by Monday at 5 p.lTJ, or 
more information, _call C•ndar 
ManagBrNiJtslle Lyonsrat 274-
3208 or fax at 274-1565. 
Vagina Monologues - 7 p.m. in 
Emerson Suites, Campus Center. 
Faculty Recital - Rebecca 
Ansel, violin, at 7 p.rri. in Hockett 
Family Recital Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
Sophomore Recital - Rebecca 
Francis, piano, at 9 p.m. in 
Nabenhauer Room, Whalen 
Center. 
Sports 
Women's basketbfill vs. St. John 
Fisher at 6 p.m. , . · 
Men's basketball vs. · St. John 
Fisher at 8 p.m. 
Saturday 
RHA Conference Team - 1 O 
a.m. in Textor 102 and Friends. 
Junior Recital - Daniel Sender, 
violin, at 3 p.m. in Hockett_ Family . 
Recital Hall, Whalen Center. 
Senior Recital - Elisa Sciscioli, 
voice, at 4 p.m: in Ford Hall; · 
Whalen Center. 
I 
Senior Recital - Laura Bilodeau, 
percussion, at 7 p.m. in Hockett , 
Family Recital Hall, Whalen Center. 
SAS 'Films - "Sweet Home 
Alabama" at 7:30 and 9'.30 p.m. · 
and midnight in T~xtor 102. 
Sophomore Recital - .Topher 
Ruggiero, piano, at 8:15 p.m. in 
Nabenhauer Room, Whalen 
Center. 
Alumna Recital - Andrea 
Cheesman '95, clarinet, at 4 p.m. 
Hockett Family Recit_al Hall, 
Whalen Center. 
Junior Recital - Laura Avellino, 
flute, at,7 p.m. in Hockett Family 
Recital Hall, Whalen Center. 
SAB FIims - "Sweet Home 
Alabama" at 8 p.m. in Textor 102. 
Composition Premlres - 8: 15 
p.m. in Hockett Family Recital 
Hall, Whalen Center. 
Tu~sday · 
SAB F11ms - "Sweet Home 
Alabama" at 8 p.m. in Textor 102. Eating t;>isorder Screening ...:.. 9 
and ·NOT 
just 011line 
. • • r 
. . 
London ...... $296 
. . 
Paris ........... S229 
Amsterdam ... $227 
~ydney ..... $1525 
Madrid ........ -.$303 
Rio de Janeiro .. $538 
Fare is .roundtrip from Syracuse. Subject to change anti av.-ilabllity. Tax not 
· ,{ncl~ded. Restrictions and blacit9UtS apply, · 
Wlnterfest - Noon· in Campus 
We ' . 
4he·· 
. ,:Airport Connections to JFK, 
·LaGuar"ia, Newark .• ·· 
· Avoiloble on ALL Schedules• Ask moot our specim fores 
No reservations ore required. Buses leave f!'l8fY 20 minutes 
from the ground level AirTons Cer;,ter in the North Wing, 
42nd Street Entrance. From the Shortune gates on the 3rd 
floor of the North Wing there is a convenient elevator or 
escalators down to the AirTrans Center. 
8 Daily De,ar!ures 
to New York City· 
Plus 3 Daily De~rtures 
Westchester, _Queens & Long Island 
TGIF Student S~ials! •' 
Return trip must be on the follcwling Sunday, Monday, 
or T~ for Special Fates. 
, .· Ne\V. York . City 
· s2900 Round Trip S5600 
· .' Long Island or Queens · · 
S3100 Ro~nd Trips 5800 
1thaca· Bus Terminal 
710 West State Sfeet 
2~7-8~00 
.. Evett~ You Need Us Most! 
, www~nebusxom 
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Employment 
CAMP TAKAJO for Boys. 
Naples, Maine. 
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls. 
Poland, Maine. 
Picturesque lakefront locations, 
exceptional facilities. Mid-June 
thru mid-August. Over 100 coun-
selor positions in tennis, swim-
ming, land spqrts, water sports, 
tripping, outdoor skills, theater 
arts, ftne arts, music, n~ture 
study, secretarial. Call Takajo at 
80~250-8252. Call Tripp Lake at 
800-997-4347. Or submit applica-
tion online at www.takajo.com or 
w~.tripplake.com. 
BartenderTrainees Needed. 
$250 a day potential. 
Local Positions. 
1-800-293-3985 ext. 299. 
UNIVERSITY BARTENDING 




SPACE IS LIMITED. 
Sigma Alpha Lambda, a nat'I 
leadership and honors organiza-
tion, is seeking motivated & com-
mitted students to begin a chapter 
For Rent 
GRADUATION WEEKEND! 
5+ Bedrooms, (sleeps 12+), 41/2 
baths, large, open, new, fabulous 
house on wooded property, plenty 
of parking. $2,000 for 3-day week-
end. 257-4030, sh@twcny.rr.com. 
Five Bedroom house, at 
112 .N. Plain St. Furnished, large · 
·· rooms; 2 baths, laundry, parking 
and yard. $280 per person plus 
utilities. Available Aug. 1. 
Call 272-1870 · 
On The Commons, large 3 bed-
room apartmem. Available Aug. 1. 
272-7441 . 
Say goodbye to high heating 
bills. Most of our apartments 
include free heat provided by the 
landlord. Some have all utilities 
included! Check out Web site: 
PPMhomes.com. 
New 3 bedroom. Unique 
contemporary design. 2 full 
baths, private balcony, storage, 
furnished, energy efficient. 
2 blocks from Commons, 
favorite IC location. 
275-0152 or 277-6260. $1,000+. 
For Rent 
Beautiful four bedroom house on 
South Hill, available June 1. Large 
rooms, fully furnished, competi-
tive rent. 347-4513. 
Available 2003-2004 School 
Year. 3 bedrooms, furnished, 
· dishwasher, washer/dryer, 
parking, close to Commons. 
272-2696. 
_ House for Rent 
4 Br., 1.5 Ba., off-str. pkg., So. 
Hill, available Aug. 1'5; 2003, 
$3,700 per/per yr. Call 272-0680, 
Mon.-Fri., 6-9 p.m. 
Two bedroom apartments-
South Hill and Downtown, 
Tioga St., Titus Ave., Spencer 
St., South.Aurora St. and 
University Ave. Hardwood floors, 
laundry and privacy. Many unique 
features! Leases starting in June, 
July or August. Visit 
PPMhomes.com. 
South Hill 
Two-4 bedroom apartments. 
Close to Commons. 
Call 273-3931 . 
on campus. 3.0 GPA required. · 
Contact rminer@salhonors.org. 918 DANBY ROAD, 4 BED-
Fraternities- Sororities- Clubs- ROOM, FURNISHED, 1 BATH, 
Three and Four bedroom with 
parking, non-coin operated 
washer and d_ryer, dishwasher, 
balconies. CaJI 273-8576. 
Student Groups DISHWASHER, FIREPLACE, Ithaca SolarTownhous.es, warm 
. Earn $1,00Q-$2,000 this PARKING, BUS ROUTE; WALK and cozy 4 bedroom townhouse 
semester' with a proven TO IC. $325 lmon. per person. · suites, fireplace, bright, 2 baths, 
CampusFundraiser. 3 hour fund- 273•9300. beautifully furnished, computer 
· · t o ams ·- desks, new plush carpeting, right . 
. raisin~ even · - _ur .PJQgr. - · - 2&3 Bedroom· Apartments, 1 mi. next to campus. For a showing call 
make fun~ r~ easy with-no h d 
risks. Ftmcf.;faising dates are fill- to IC, furnis ed, all utilities inclu - - 273-9300 or view at: 
ing quickly, so ~et with the ed, parking included.12-month www.lthacaEstatesRealty.com. 
lease. Availabl_e·June 1, 2003. 
· program\ It wor s. Contact 277.:.3937_ · _ Very Nice 4 8 _ .... room_ Apt: , CampusFundnJiser at · • .. ____________ _, 
(888) 923-3238 or visit Graduation WeelaNtct;,bouae tor Hardwood floors, bjg rooms, free 
;.\WNJ.campusfundralstir.'conv.i-; " Tent;-4-/5 bedrMmsssleep-s-9 . ., . -~~;;._:. ·~~ ~Ul')Qry;af)~palkihg. - , <i, ·; 
~ 2 1/2 baths, beautiful home, large Call Mike 273-4430. 
"'0 · 3-2004 one bedroom 
furnish •• Close to IC and 
The Commons. Hardwood.floors, 
$560 includes heat. 273-1669. 
· House For Rent Ithaca C.ollege . 
Graguati9n _Weekend. 
1840s.tarmhouse in Freeville, • · 
N.Y., 12 mtles from Ithaca. Four 
bedrooms, one and a half baths, · 
full kitchen use; on parklike, -. . . 
grounds, bordering nature con- · 
servancy land. Could easily sleep 
8 or more. $1,200, contact 
heh6@cornell.edu for more 
information. 
ithaca.edu/clarinet/house.html. 
One bedroom apartments, 
. various tocations in Ithaca. 
Leases starting in June or 
August. Visit PPMhomes.com. 
Furnished house and apartments. 
Walking distance to IC. 272-1115. 
CHARLES STREET 
TOWNHOUSES 
Conveniently Located on South 
Hill. 3 Bedroom/Furnished. Free 
Parking· & Trash Removal. Porches 
& Private Patios, Laundry. CSP 
Management. 277-6961 or csp-
management.com. 
THE OLD CIGAR FACTORY 
Ithaca Commons studio, 1 & 2 
bedrooms, hardwood floors, high 
· ceilings, bus to IC & Cornell. · 
Fall 2003. 273-9462. 
4 bedroom house and 3-2 
bedroom apts. In same house, 
can be combined also. Heat and 
hot water is free with some free 
off-street p~rking. Available Aug. 
15, 2003. 273-5370. 
COMMONS WEST 
DOWNTOWN'S BEST 
Luxury 2 & 3 bedroom~. intercom, 
laundry, elevator, on-site 
manager. 273-9462. 
Three Bedroom apartment. 
On The·commons 
Includes heat. 
Available Aug. 1. 
272-7441. 
.• . deck. 5 minutes from IC. $1,800. 613 Hudson St.· 
· for 3-day weekend. a Bedroom House. 
277-_3779.jm6444@.yilhcio.com. . .. • Can be rented as 3 units (4, 3 
_ _ Available 2003-2004 School and 1 ). Free laundry and parking. Available next school year. 
Year .. 2 bedroQms, tumlshed, Call 272-8343 or 272-6189. 
eat In kitchen, private porch, 
washer/dryer. Close to 
Commons. 272-.2696 . . 
Close to Campus 
. One Bedroom Apts. -$600/month. 
Two Bedroom Apts. - $900/month. 
Four Bedroom Townhouse Suites-
$1,600/month. All furnished, off-
street parking, leases starting in 
June, July and August. 273-9300. 
Four Bedroom House on So. Hill. 
Laundry, parking & yard. $330 
per person + utilities. Available 
June 1. Call 272-1870. 
For Aug. 2003--04. 4 bedroom, 2 
bath. Laundry, large private lot. 
Hillview Place. No pets. $1,300+. 
339-1382. 
6 Bedroom House 
Downtown 
Furnished, laundry, spacious, 
porch, close to Commons & bus 
route. CSP management 
277-6961 or · 
cspmanagement.com 
FOR RENT 2003 GRADUATION 
WEEKEND. Elegant home on 
Cayuga Lake available for IC 
Graduation. Not too early to 
reserve. 5 bedrooms,· 3 full baths; 
stone fireplace, fully equipped 
kitchen, huge deck overlooking . 
lake, large boat dock on 100 ft. of. 
priv~te lake frontage, beautiful 
sunsets. Plenty of parking at 
door .. 25 minutes to IC. Video of 
house and furnishings available. 
Call 301-983-9526 or e .. mail - · 
bsnyder1 @comcast.net. · 
✓ Slucltflt IDbcounb 
✓ l'tofessloaalltarlendlngT,....,ftl 
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One Bedroom Apartment. Available 
8/1/03 for 10-month lease. No pets. 
For info. call 272-6361. 
Available 2003-2004 
Four bedroom, furnished, non-
coin washer/dryer. Dishwasher, 
balcor:iies, parking. Ten- or-12-
mo. lease. Call 273-8576. 
Available Now & for the Fall. 
Furnished studio apt. on the 
Lake, includes parking, no pets, 
no smoking . $575 irtcluding all 
utilities except garbage. Call 
273-4211 or 272-1451. 
Available next Fall 
3 bedroom apt. on lake, parking, 
no pets, no smoking. $475 + utili-
ties. Call 273-4211 or 272-1451 . 
GRAND VICTORIAN· MANSION 
One block to Commons, com-
. pletely modernized, two quality 
rooms with mini-kitchen, 9 new 
baths, large TV room, laundry, 
$320 and up. 273-9462. 
3 & 1 bedroom furnished apt. 
Close to Commons. $425/month. 
257-0586. 




Internet/Cable Ready. From· 
$325/rm. Flex. Leases (9 + mos) 
Call 277-8477. 
Four- Bedroom Townhouses. 212 
Giles Street. Furnished, one arid 
a half bath$, laundry r9om, trash 
collection and parking. $32Sper 
person + utilities. Avaifable June 1 
or Aug. 1. Rubin Realty. 
· 272-1--870. · -; ' 
NEW MINI STUDIOS " 
On the Ithaca Commons. TV 
lounge, laundry, near everything. 
$420 up. 273-9462 . 
4 PedrOQ.m house great •~-
. tlon. Off.;.$t._parklng, wa,her, 
dryer. $330 per/person. Call 
272-4146. 
Fall Creek 
Available.August 1. Beautiful 
large -5 b~room house. 2 full 
baths, washer & dryer. Parking, 
decks and much_more. $425 per 
person. Call 546-8379. 
Downtown home with 
Character & Class . . 
Huge windows, 2 baths for 5 
· bedrooms, new kitchen, giant 
game room. All amenities for next 
school year. Beautifully furnished, 
parking, bus. line. 592: 1817. 
Save ..2£._to 
•1uo 




2003-2004 School Year. 
Modern, spacious and economi-
cal two-story townhouse located 
close to conveniences such as 
Wegmans. Better value than on 
campus at $325 per month + utili-
ties. Interested parties please call 
Jeremiah at 272-8890. 
Actors Wanted for a short film. 
Need one male and one female. 
Both looking around ages 30-50. 
Auditions Feb. 15-16. Filming will 
be March 13-16. Includes free 
lunches and dinners and daily 
stipends $25. 607-375-2401. 
HOUSE WANTED FOR FILM 
PROJECT. 
. Willing to pay. 
House must be furnished. Must 
have bedroom with a Queen or 
King-sized bed-, bathroom, dining 
room and office room. Need 
March 13-16. Contact 375-2401. 
Travel 
Mexico/Caribbean only $250 
round trip! Europe $189 one way! 
Other worldwide destinations 
cheap. Book online 
www.airtech.com or 
(212) 219-7000. 
*** ACT NOW! Last' chance to 
guarantee the best Spring Break 
Prices to all destinations. Reps 
needed ... travel free, earn$$$. 
Group discounts for 6+. 
www.leisuretours.com. 
800-838-8203. 
. Absolute Best Deals for Spring 
BNNlkl ~ulco,-Cancun, 
Bahamas, Jama\ca & Florida; 
Space still available. Call us 
t_oday 1-866-273-2500. 
www.vagabondtours.com. 
#1 Spring Break Vacations! 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & 
. Florida! Best Parties, Best Hotels, 
Best Prices! Space is ·limited! 
Hurry up & Book Now! 
1-800-234-7007. 
endlesssummertours.com. 
Celebrity Spring Break brought 
to you by StudentCity.coml Book 
now and save up to $100 on all 
lnte.rnational trips. Party like a 
rock star with MAXIM Magazine 
and Jackass' Steve-0. Call 
1-800-293-1445 for details, 
e-mail sales@studentcity.com or 
book online at 
www.student.city.com. 
CA,lc:tlt{ ♦ ACAff.a.C(!) ♦ JAMAICA 
BNlAMM • MIIDA 
Center· Haircutters Hair Studio 
~ 




Coupon or Valid ID _ 
Mon. - Thurs. 
(must bring this ad) 
/ 
Locate~ in Center Ithaca ~ The Commons ~ phone: 272-8685 
OPEN Mon- Sat. 
..... 
The ltlUlcan. • om1cs 
DILBERTR' BY SCOTT ADAMS 
E 
MY MEDICATION ~ 
MAKES ME HAPPY 1 
DESPITE MY EXOSKEL- 1 
ETON, BAD JOB, AND .g 





IF CHEMICALS CAN 
CHANGE THE WAY I 
THINK AND WHAT I 
ENJOY, THEN FREE 
WILL MUST BE AN 
ILLUSION. 
i 






I HEARD . 
YOU HAD 
A COLD. IT \..uA.SN'T r 
A COLD. 1 
) 
...,__E_V...,IL_H_._R_._D_I_R_E_C_T_O_R_ .... J 
I NEED TO CHECK A i 
FEW THINGS BEFORE • 
WE HIRE YOU. I 













FROM NOW ON , I ~ 
WANT YOU TO j 
STAGGER YOUR LUNCH ~ 
HOURS SO SOMEONE "i 
IS. ALWAYS HERE. I 
THE -GOOD NEl.JS IS . 
THAT HALF OF YOU 




I WAS ADDIC::TED TO 
PRESCRIPTION DRUGS 
AND I GREW AN 
EXOSKELETON. I'VE 
BEEN IN REHAB -AND 
SURG.ER Y FOR SIX 
MONTHS. 
GIVE ME BLOOD, 
- HAIR, AND URINE 




AND PAST LOVERS. 
I'M SORR y I I CAN'T 
GIVE REFERENCES ' 
FOR EX-EMPLOYEES. 
GAAA! AS THE 
LQWEST PERSON IN 
THE PECKING ORDER, 
I WILL NEVER KNOW 
IN ADVANCE WHEN I 
CAN EAT!! 
THE BAD NEWS IS 
THAT HALF OF YOU 
WIL,.L BE DOWNSIZED 
TOMORROW. 
,r,,r-,-...,-----1!,!•"I --,;n:::::,~..--. i ~J~:::::;i.. 
~ i?~ i 







JUST TO BE CLEAR: 
CAN I CATCH AN'(, . 
OF THAT BY TOUCHING 
THE COFFEEMAKER 
AFTER YOU? 
BEFORE WE STAR TED 
DOING ALL OF THIS 
CHECKING, DID ~OU 
KNOW THAT EVERY.ONE 
IN THE WORLD WAS 
DESPICABLE? 
BUT IF I DID, IT 
WOULD RHYME WITH · 
"MAZY LORO~ ." 
i 
~ SHEESH, 
- TAKE. IT IS THE 
END OF 
ERRANDS 
AS I KNOW 
THEM!! 





!". IS IT 
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CROSSWORD BY KRTPUZZLES 
ACROSS 
1 Goddess of agriculture 
6 Nautical position 
11 LAPD call 
· 14 Essential acid 
15 Film 
16 Actress Farrow 
17 Document signers 
19 Weightlifter' s pride, slangily 
20 Make certain 
21 Musical partner of Mary 
Ford 
23 Support for the arts? 
26 Formal, informally 
27 Harper Valley org. of song 
30 Fork parts 
32 Draft org. 
33 Unif of work 
. 34 Regard highly 
36 Dramatis personae 
39 Masters city 
41 In haste 
43 Gu11's cou_sin 
_44 Stored fodder 
46 Mighty tree 
47 Citric cooler 
49 Biblical outcast 
50 Bre_ad choice 
51 Works of fiction 
54 Oscar de la 
56 Cupidity 
58 Permafrost reg.ion 
62 Encountered , : . 
63 Major blood vessel in the 
neck 
66 Afore 
67 Manhattan Project project 
68 · American buffalo 
69 Sot's syndrome 
70 Window catches 
71 Narrow cuts . 
DOWN 
I Jose's home 
· 2 Australian birds 
3 Barbeque favorite 
4 Follow 
5 Plato's teacher 
6 Athos, to Aramis 
7 Hope or.Dole 
8 Mr. Knievel 
9 Shown on TV 
10 Courtesy title for men: 
abbr. 
11 High-ranking diplomat 
12 Overly devout 
13 Dismally 
18 Stands up to 
22 Actor Joe 
24 Necessitate 
25 Director Spi}<.e 
27 Bog substance 
28 Faithful 
29 Makes worse 
31 Mexican shawl ,. , 
35 Vivid purplish [f<l ." 
37 Do in, as <} ,dragon 
38 Little child 
. 40 Beneath 
42 Makes uneasy 
45 Celtic god of the sea 
48 Old Testament prophet 
51 Appointed 
52 Out in the open 
53 Diver 's acronym 
55 Blacksmith's block 
57 Swelled heads 
59 Lucy '.s partner 
60 Mob violence 
61 Landers and Sothem 
64 Ref 's relative 
65 Some wts. 
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The Bomber minority report 
Coaches, players and administrators speak on the lack. of diversity in IC athletics 
BY JOSH MCCANN, NORIA 
LITAKER, MATT Ell AND 
CHRIS COLLELUORI 
Staff Writers 
Faith Colter did not expect to en-
counter any racial tensions when 
she arrived on Ithaca's campus in 
1977, even though the college 
only had about 120 minority stu-
dents. Colter, a black woman who 
grew up on Long Island and spent 
time with her grandparents upstate, 
presumed the racial upheaval of the 
1960s had dissipated. . 
She was in for a surprise. 
During her years on the 
Bomber basketball team, Colter 
said she once witnessed a white stu-
dent parade around in blackface 
paint with a hangman's noose 
draped around his neck. · 
"In all honesty, that really kind 
of shocked me," Colter said. 
"That was a terrible ineident, and 
it caused a lot of tension on the 
campus that was not there before, 
or wasn't as prevalent. But when 
that incident did happen, it caused 
a lot of hard feelings because it was 
a really sensitive thing, especially 
at that time." · · 
While Colter stressed that .she 
enjoyed her time at the college, she 
admitted there was a subtle under-
current of racism, which occasion-
ally manifested itself through 
whispers of Ku Klux Klan meetings 
on the outskirts of town. 
"There was racial tension in the 
1970s," Colter said. "It was not so 
I '~ uch in your face, but it was there. 
~ -- We were aware." 
Nowadays, the atmosphere 
surrounding Ithaca is one of overt 
acceptance, but the fact is that a 
racial divide in minority numbers 
· l exists among both coaching 
s , ~ team members. The cli-
mate 'for o , ilowever, was dif-
fer~nt in a:more intolerable way. 
Colter said the racial climate · 
did make her ~•very uneasy," but 
she did not experience any un-
pleasant incidents while compet-
ing for coaches Mary Connolly 
and Natalie Smith.· 
REBECCA GARDNER/THE ITHACAN 
~ENIOR WILL HILL, ~e of four blacks In the men's bask~II program, drives to~ hoop against Cornell. 
"Even though some of" my 
teammates didn't necessarily 
deal with a lot of people before 
. tbey came to Ithaca - and I .can 
think of a couple that hadn't -
but fortunately they were just de-
cent individuals, so I never had a 
racial issue as far as with my 
teammates or the coaches," 
Colter said. 
Colter speculated that her 
teammates always treated her 
with respect because "athletics 
takes yem into different environ-
ments so that you have to deal with 
diffe~nt -types of people." · . 
· Colter also credited her coach-
es with fostering an atmosphere ac- · 
cepting of minorities. 
"I don't think Iracism is] any-
thing either one of them would.have . 
tolerated," she said. 
During her stellar career, 
Colter became the 'program's all-
REBECCA GARDNER/THE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN SHIGERU AOE made a significant Impact for coach 
Andy Byrne and the men's soccer team. 
time leading scorer and second-
leading rebounder. · She still holds 
20 school records. 
Off the court, hcrwever, Colter 
faced an entirely different set of 
challenges. . 
After coming to Ithaca in order 
to take part in the New York state 
Higher Education Opportunity 
Program, Colter found that minor-
ity student organizations at h9th 
Ithaca and Cornell advised minor-
ity students, especially females, not 
to travel alone at night. 
Furthermore, she added that 
the larger student population at Cor-
nell significantly bolstered the 
presence of minorities in town, and 
students of color tended to stick to-
gether anY.way. . 
"I was in the HEOP program and 
we were a very cohesive unit so 
there was a lot of interaction," she 
said. "So you didn't feel out of 
place or alone so much." 
. While times may have 
changed, Colter said Ithaca's recent 
push to attract more •minority fac-
ulty and students is worthwhile be-
cause contrary to many of people's · 
beliefs, racism is a little more alive 
than it has been in a while. 
"History has a tendency to re-
peat itself, and we are coming back 
around to that again, so I think for 
the school to be instituting a di-
versity [initiative], I think it 
should help," she said. 
·. 
A fresh look at campus athletics 
At freshman orientation last 
summer, wrestler Marcus Terry 
created a new game: spot the mi-
nority. 
The campus seemed to be in 
short supply. 
Terry, who .is black, was not 
surprised at his observation 
about the ·incoming freshman 
class. When he decided to come 
to Ithaca College he was fully 
~wcp-e that only 10.4 percent of 
students, including international 
. students, are minorities. 
For him, that Ithaca · was pre-
dominantly white did not matter. 
"I was looking for the best com-
munications school and Ithaca 
was it," Terry said. 
Senior bask~tball player Will 
Hill joins Terry as one of the 58 
black males on campus. 
Like Terry, Hill was ·not 
shocked by the disparity between 
racial groups. In fact, he yVas used 
to it. The small forward spent two 
years playing basketball for a junior 
colleg~ in the Lake Placid area that 
was predominantly white. He 
soon became accustomed to the 
scarcity of minorities. 
Though Hill adjusted to the 
racial makeup at both junior college 
and at Ithaca College, he said the 
low minority population deters 
potential minority student-athletes 
from attending Ithaca College. 
"It helps tremendously when mi-
nority recruits come up to visit and 
they see other minority athl~tes," 
Hill said. 
Hill's coach, Jim Mullins, said 
the lack ~of ethnic diversity/ is 
sometimes "eye-opening" (0r re-
cruits and is a factor in their final 
decision to come to lthac_a College. 
"For some kids [the lack of di-
versity] is a factor, arid for some 
kids it isn't," MuUins said. "It's an 
individual choice, but there is no 
question as you look around 
Ithaca College, we're a very 
· white campus." 
Hill also said that when minori-
ty prospects visit campus they often 
feel both intimidated and over-
whelmed by that lack of diversity. 
Although it is difficult. to find 
male minority athletes for 
prospects to watch, it is even 
harder to find female minority 
athletes. While most male squads 
include at least one minority, sev-
eral women's teams are composed 
entirely of white players .. 
. Shigeru Aoe, a freshman ·soccer 
player of Asian descent, said 
scholarship programs would prob-
ably entice minorities to choose 
Ithaca. 
"You look at all the stats and you 
see low percentage of diversity and 
it kind of turns you away," Aoe_said. 
Despite the intimidating num-
. bers, a handful of minorities have 
chosen to study and play sports at 
Ithaca, even with the knowledge 
that in some cases they would be 
the lone minority on a squad. 
The transition, for the most 
part, has been smooth for these stu-
dent-athletes. · 
Freshman swimmer Miguel Es-
cobedo said his teammates could not 
have been more accepting. 
"On the swim team, everyone is 
friends. It's not just a group of guys 
who get together and swim in races, 
it is a brotherhood," he said. 
. · Terry-added that the lack of ini- ~ 
norities is even a source of amuse-
ment among him and his team-
mates. One day, Terry was perus-
ing a team photo. It appeared to be 
an uninterrupted line of white 
faces. 
. Until he came across one black 
speck in the picture. It was Terry. 
Yet the lack of minority team-
mates does not bother him. He says 
he has fit in well at the college in 
general and is proud to be a 
Bomber athlete. 
· Even though mipority athletes. 
are a small fraction of the Ithaca 
College student bcxly, these athletes 
say they feel extremely comfortable 
in their .surroundings. 
"No one gets criticized for be-
ing one thing or another, it doesn '-t 
make a difference at all.',' Aoe said. 
Cooperative efforts needed 
Varsity football coach Mike 
Welch said he thinks that diversi-
ty in the athletic program is an is- /' 
sue that should be addressed. 1 
Fully aware of the miniscul~-
number of minorities on this 
campus as well as on his football 
team, he thinks admissions and the 
athletic programs perhaps should 
not be working as independently 
from one another as they do now. 
"I think there should be a more 
cooperative effort / with athletics 
and with admissions and with our 
college to attractstudent athletes, and 
in this case ~ students of color," 
Welch said. 
Welch'said minorities should be 
better r;presented in the 'football 
program and this .needs· to happen 
by making the college more at-
tractive to these athletes. 
"There's certainly got to be a 
comfort level for your environment, 
so the more comfortable the recruits 
are, that helps, and when the envi-
ronment is not there, that certain-
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Too much practice, 
too few- championships 
I ventured to an Ithaca College 
wrestling meet recently, highly anticipat-
ing Bryan Steele taking the 1 mat in the 
heavyweight division. 
Steele opened a lot of eyes last year 
with his success on the college 
level as a freshman, going 
21-6 and earning All-Amer-
. ica honors. People were 





Steele wrestled in the 
heavyweight division 
despite being over 70 
pounds lighter than 
his competition. Big-
ger, slower heavy-
weights can't keep up 
with Steele because of 
his outstanding strength 
and quickness. 
But, unfortunately, Steele no longer 
roams the mats for Ithaca wrestling. 
Steele - who is also on the football 
team - switched his major this year from 
physical education to exercise science. His 
new classes are difficult and require him 
to keep a higher GPA. In order to keep his 
grades up, he had to stop wrestling. 
"(Quitting) was really hard," Steele 
said. "I wish I could wrestle and keep my 
grades up, but I couldn't. It's not some-
thing I wanted to do." 
I can't fault Steele for bowing out to 
keep his marks up, but it follows a trend 
of two-sport athletes who have decided to 
step away from one of the pair. 
Steele isn't the only high-profile 
Ithaca athlete to stop playing a second 
sport. Soccer star Becca Berry used to 
dribble basketballs for Jthaca hoops in 
the winter. Joy Bostrom, a sweeper for . 
Ithaca's field hockey squad, opted out of 
a spring of lacrosse. Her field hockey 
teammate Sarah Gibble has decided not 
to return to Deb Pallozzi's national 
champion softball team. 
The reasons for declining to play a sec-
ond sport are many. Perhaps athletes like 
Steele want to get their grades up. Some 
stop playing because they are sick of it. 
There are others who stop playing two 
sports because they want to focus on one. 
I realize that I've played this song be-
. fore, but it's very clear that Ithaca's ath-
. letes are expected to put tremendous 
amounts of work into their sports. 
Many people make the claim that you 
can't be a champion unless you put in the 
work. However, success ·is not always a 
product of ·long, hard hours. 
· John Gagliardi has certainly defied 
the odds. At St. John's (Minn.), 
Gagliardi has led his Johnnies' football 
team to countless NCAA playoff ap-
pearances. Jronically Gagliardi doesn't 
demand the tireless work ethic that oth-
er colleges do. His practices go for only 
an hour and a half, and his players aren't 
required to go anywhere near the 
weight room or do conditioning. 
Yet if Mike Welch's football squad 
met up with Gagliardi's, the Bombers 
would probably leave the game in the 
same state that Steele left his wrestling 
opponent~; bewildered and wondering 
what hit them. 
Maybe Gagliardi is an aberration to the 
system, and perhaps I'm way off base. 
Gagliardi represents the minority of 
laid-back coaches with big-time success, 
but I'd be curious to see what kind of suc-
cess Ithaca would have if that system were 
employed here. . 
Bryan Steele doesn't have a Gagliar-
di system. Instead, he sits in the classroom 
wondering if he '11 be able to go on a quest 
for a national championship next yeai. 
Mario Fontana s Press Box appears in 
this space every week. E-mail him at 
TheFont9@aol.com · 
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Holvey keeps up track tradition 
Senior follows family footsteps andjumps to ·national heights 
BY ADAM UPKOWITZ 
Staff Writer 
individual-based sport, but she 
disagrees. To her, the Bombers 
are a team in every sense of the 
Her grandfather ran track word. 
and field. Her dad ran track and "We're · always supporting 
field. Her uncle ran track and each other," Holvey said. "In in-
field. So · there was never any dividual events, to see the 
question whether or not Amy team be so happy for that one 
Holvey would run track and field. person competing, it's just· re-
Holvey, a fifth-year student ally positive and really exciting. 
and occupational therapy major, I'm very proud of our team, our 
began partici- ___________ hard work 
pating · in track ' ' I WBSn 't expecting and our ac-
and field in comp l i s h - · 
seventh grade. t b t · ments." 
She has been in O e COmpe mg On Unfortu-
love with the the national level for nately for 
sport ever · , , · H o l v ~ y ; 
since. high jump. practicing 
In her fourth . -A·MY HOLVEY has not 
year of competi- Fifth-Year Student been as en-
tion for the _ joyable this 
Bombers women's track and year. S-he lias beeri slowed by 
field team, Holvey is excelling. shin splits,. which make it very 
Her high jump mark of 1.68 me- hard for her to practice in the 
ters ranks third nationally in Di- high jump due to the pain. De-
vision ill this winter, provision- spite the injury, she has not 
ally qualifying her for the na- missed a single meet this indoor 
tional championships · in the season. 
high jump. Holvey is geared to · . Holvey has always been very 
lead the Bombers to their sixth : goal-oriented, and her team and 
consecutive New York State personal goals for the rest of the 
Collegiate Track Conference season are very simple. 
indoor championship. "I'in really excited to go af-
Holvey's style of jumping is 
that · of someone who • works 
very hard at perfection. Her 
technique is impeccable, and 
her mechanics are very strong. 
Holvey participates in 
sprints as . well, ma}dng her 
more versatile than the standard 
competitor. But high jumping is 
her first love, despite it being 
very mentally challenging. 
"With high jump, you're _al-
ways going . to walk away. 
knocking down the bar," 
Holvey said. "~igh jump is a 
love-hate relationship. It might be 
more stressful [than sprinting], 
but it's worth it." 
As sure as Holvey was that 
she loved track and field, she 
wasn't always certain what she 
wanted out of the sport. The last 
four years have helped her real-
ize and achieve hei; goals. · 
Holvey came to Ithaca hoping 
to beat her high school records . 
By competing on the Division ID 
national scene, she has met· and 
· exceeded those goals. 
"I wasn't expecting to be 
competing on the national level 
for high jump," she said. "I'm re-
ally excited about that." 
Competing on the track and 
field team hasn't always been 
easy. When Holvey first arrived 
on campus, she had to deal with 
professors who doubted that 
she could handle a varsity sport 
while enrolled in such a de-
. manding major. After four and a 
half years on South Hill, how-
ever, Holvey knows how to bal-
ance her academic and athlytic 
schedules. She has been suc-
cessful in both areas. 
And while her college career 
has been extremely important to 
her, Holvey has always put the 
team first. As a captain, her abil-
ity to be a team· leader is. as im-
portant as anything else she 
does on the track. Her three-year 
coach Matt Belfield is grateful to 
have her. 
"Amy gives us consistent 
leadership," Belfield said. 
"Her maturity makes a big dif-
ference. She's a great team 
leader and performs at an ex-
traordinarily and consistently 
high_ level." · 
Holvey feels mo$t people 
believe that track and field is an 
MEGHAN MAZELLNTHE ITHACAN 
FIFTH-YEAR STUDENT Amy 
Holvey competes In the high 
jump Monday at practice. 
. Holvey, an occupational ther-
apy major, provlslonally qual-
lfled for nationals this year. 
ter another state title," she said. 
"And I want to become an All-
American in the high jump." 
Although achieving these 
goals will not be easy, Holvey 
credits her supportive family for 
making them _realistic. Her 
family rarely misses a meet and 
is always there to push her and 
lend a helping hand when 
needed. And, why shouldn't 
they? 
After all, track and field does 
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-Racers lose edge but don't go ·down 
Ski team put on 
proba_tion after 
wild weekend 
BY JENNIFER BEEKMAN 
Staff Writer 
Ithaca's ski team traveled to Swain ski re-
sort Jan. 31 in hopes of tearing up the slopes 
against rival schools. 
Turns out, the only thing they tore up was 
their motel. 
While throwing a party, members were 
heard pounding on motel room doors and 
climbing up banisters from one level to an-
other, according to Mike Snyder, owner and 
manager of the Econo Lodge. Damages were 
limited but included broken lights, broken fire 
extinguishers and an array of alcohol con-
tainers left lying throughout the motel. 
The party seemingly got out of hand quick-
ly, Snyder said. After taking in what he believed 
to be "major consumptions of alcohol," 
· members of the team evidently lost control of 
. . their actions. . . . COURTESY OF KEITH LOVITT 
"They had a pretty good party/' Snyder JUNIOR KEITH LOVITT races down a hlll at a recent competition. The ski team was placed on probation Wednesday. 
said. "The main problem was customers' 
complaints that the team had no considera- both sides of the story. We talked t~ the own-
tion of other customers staying at the motel." er of the motel and the team." 
Beth Brunelle, assistant manager of recre- Snyder, bQwever, remains surprisingly 
ational sports, said Wednesday that an inves- . calm.about the whole situation, not wanting 
tigation was conducted into the team's actions to create too much of a fiasco. But his mo-
that resulted in the squa~ pe.ing put on proba- tel was subject to vandalism. 
tion. The team must now exhibit exemplary "I almost wished I hadn't addressed it," 
behavior if it wants to sustain its status as an Snyder said. "It's not that we hadn't experi-
Ithaca College club sport. The probation pe- enceci something like this before ,- we have 
riod is scheduled to end in spring 2004. - · it's just t}lat this was excessive." ,.· 
The repercussions were stated after a Brunelle's decision is fortunate for the team 
meeting of the recreational sports discipline - both men and wome~ are vyingfor a spot 
committee. in regionals. Had they been suspended, the 
~ . have a discipline policy for all sports skiers would have been unable to compete .. 
"~ ,~ · , ' Brunelle said. "We investigated While · captain Keith Lovitt would not 
,.. . . ' ~·· ,,. 
comment on the party or vandalism, the ju-
nior said that this year's ski team is as good 
as any the coHege has seen in a while, which · 
just adds frustration to the situatiQn . . 
The skiers sent an apology to the Econo 
Lodge and offered to pay for the damages 
they caused. Snyder said he is not yet aware 
of what these damage co~ts will be, but he 
doesn) anticipate anything horrendous; · . 
. ~'They are owning up tQ it," Brunelle 
said:· "I have been here for two and a half 
. · years; I have never seen anything like this 
happen. I'm very disappointed. It makes the 
ski team look bad and it makes the college 
look bad." 
Brunelle's ·concerns extend to other 
schools•as well. She said other coaches have 
expressed to her their fears of whether Sny~ 
der will have any ski teams back at his mo-
tel. Snyder said he would welcome, back ski 
teams·, but he just wanted to make everyone 
aware-of the unfortunate occurrences. 
"I'm not trying to .trash th~ school," Sny-
der said. "They were just having a good time." 
Ithaca competes against 12 other 
schools, including Binghamton and Syracuse, 
and was not the· only team involved in the 
situation. Snyder said he was aware of oth-
er teams involved but did not disclose the 
schools those teams represent. 
SUMMER OR FALL? 
Ai:>plications must be turned in to lnternationat Programs by the following dates: 
. . 
f C ~urnrnet ~togtarn a~~licatiom:: 
DUE J:RI., J:EB. 21. 200g 
f C f;x:change ptograrn applicatiom:: 
DUE MON., l=EB. 24, 200g 
IC London Cs_ntst ~~~l.ication~:-
DUE J:RI., J:JjB 2<?, 200g 
f C Down Undat ap~lic~tiong: 
DUE TU[g., APR. 1, 2QQg 
Arr Affiliated and fJon-:Affiliated ~tudy abtOad -~togtarn~: / -- . 
For all affiliated and non-affiliated programs, preliminary pape~ork for IC must be filed with the 
Office of lnt'I. Programs by April 1. All other Ithaca College studyabrqadpaperw,ork will be due on 
Frida½ April 25. You must complete this paperwork anc{file.it ~lth the Office of International 
Programs· in order to_~ceive·· credit and.financialaidfor your stqdy:abroad program 
·• :-: .... ~ --, . · .·_ -:-:- · --~ .,~ : •. ~-; ·.. . • · - .,:_· ... l ,, . • .. ·. •r·, , .,,· : : .. ~·1c t.~• - i • • · • 
For nJO«.! ihf~tiQn, ~Qntact. t~~ _Office o! lnt~matjpaaf P.rogr~rp$~J 1?lfl~Ja?6J.i , . 
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"'CircCes 
;...off Camyus · 
~(jarden ?tyts. · 
· ~Schoo( oj_'1f&'S · 
~Schoo{ of_ 'Music 
~Schoo{ of_ '1-fs'][p 
~Schoo{ of_ 'Business · · 
~Schoo{ of Communications 
~'Terraces 3-5. &' 9-12 
"'West 'Tower . . 
-~!Emerson 
"''Hi{Ciard 




*Pick up an Intent-to-Run Form in the 
Student Activities Center (3rd floor of the 
. Campus Center)! . 
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Coaches recruit players based on talent 
Continued from Page 25 
ly becomes a detriment," Welch said. 
Even so, almost any coach in the athletic program here 
at Ithaca will say the same thing. They are iooking for ath-
letes that can 9ontribute to their teams, and race is not an 
issue when it comes to recruiting. 
Richardson said. 
Though there is no program specifically designed to attract 
minority athletes to the campus, Richardson worlcs closely with 
the Office of Intercollegiate Athletics to interact with potential · 
student athletes to explain opportunities that are available through 
the school. 
One such new program is the Martin Luther King Jr. Schol-
ars Program. Inaugurated this past fall, it "I think a lot is made of ethnicity, and 
I think basically in the athletic realm, as 
much as any other, you're trying to preach 
the concept that we're all brothers. My con-
cern is Blue and Gold, not black, white, pink 
, , provides about 15 scholarships to minor-
/ think basically in ity students, ranging from $12,000 to 
the athletic.realm, as $
2
0B~he problem does not end with just 
or yellow," Mullins said. . . 
Like other coaches in the department, 
Mullins emphasizes the idea that in 
sports, race does not play a factor because 
each person is their own player regard-
less of what they look like. He sees play-
ers on the court and assesses their abili-
ty to play. 
much as any other, 
your're trying to 
preach tt:,e concept 
that we are all 
brothers. '' 
the students. The faculty and sJaff play an 
important role as well. 
"A representation of a.diverse faculty 
contributes to students feeling comfortable 
in a given environment and we know we 
need to work on that area, in terms of in-
creasing the repre~ntation of faculty-of col-
or here," Richardson said. 
Ellen Staurowsky, professor and chair-
woman of the Department of Sport Stud-
-JIM MULLINS ies, fully agrees with Richardson. 
In recruiting players, Mullins said he 
looks for the best talent that he can get, and 
the rest takes . care of itself. Mullins~ bas-
ketball program also has one of th~ largest 
number of minority athletes at Ithaca, with 
four black players oufof 25 on the varsity 
Men 's Basketball_ Coach . "As a faculty we have been concem~d 
about this issue for a very long period of 
time," Staurowsky said. "We believe that 
and junior varsity teams. 
Unlike Mullins, track coach Jim Nichols also said that 
the sch~l could do more to bring in minorities, but at the 
same time, the minorities he has dtalt with have fit in well 
for multiple reasons. · . 
"With most teams, chemistry is very critical so I don't 
think the diversity issue is really a factor as much as per-
sonality," Nichols said. "To build a team chemistry you're 
looking at a person's per~onality and to work well with oth-
ers, not their ethnic background." · 
Faculty and administration work to help matters 
Roger Richardson, assistant vice president for student af-
fairs and campus life, said efforts are being made to increase 
diversity in athletics. 
The number of minority students entering Ithaca College 
should steadily rise in the coming years, he said. However, 
more can still be done. · 
"There's a need for us to do a lot more in terms of our 
efforts to-get people to choose to come to Ithaca College," 
the quality of education here would be enhanced by a stu-
dent body and a faculty that was more diverse." 
In order to build a more diverse athletic department, 111'--
tercollegiate Athletics Director Kristen Ford works the 
phone in search of qualified candidates of color to hire as 
coaches. 
"We reach out, and when we call colleagues we ask 'can 
. you recommend any candidates of color?"' she said. 
Ford then turns to Traevena Potter-Hall, director of affinnative 
action and equal opportunity, to monitor the search process. 
Potter-Hall said the college often struggles to find minority 
coaches - particularly assistants - because many positions 
are part-time so searches are confined to the local and re-
gional area. 
In order to overcome these hurdles, Ford and Potter-Hall 
work closely to creatively. advertise for promising minori-
ty applicants and then provide them with personal attention 
throughout the process. · 
"That's where we ' re putting the emphasis is the person-
alization," Potter-Hall said. "When we get somebody in the • 
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ITHACA'S 2002 
DIVERSITY BR~KDOWN 
Male Female Total 
Undergraduate 
Enrollment 2,668 3,52~ 6,190 
I 
White, Non-Hispanic 2,377 3,109 5,486 
Nonresident Alien 74 93 167 
Black, Non-Hispanic 58 84 142 
Hispanic 63 90 153 
Asian/Pacific Islander 62 104 166 
· American Indian 
or Alaskan Native 5 10 15 
Race Unknown 29 32 61 
Source: Office of Institutional Research 
pool, we really encourage their application, be re·sponsive 
to their questions and think about some of the issues that they 
might be concerned about. That doesn't mean we treat any-
body better than everybody else in the pool, but we just re-
ally think about what might th~ir needs be that are different 
from somebody else." 
Potter-Hall cautioned that it will take time to cultivate the 
network of relationships necessary to successfully recruit mi-
nority coaches and faculty alike. 
Nonetheless, Richardson is very optimistic about what the 
future holds. He said he is excited about the new minority 
programs that are offered and hopes they will enrich the Itha-
ca College experience. 
Whether it is on the athletic fields, behind the bench, in 
the classrooms or in the offices, there is a clear belief in the 
need for more people of underrepresented populations on 
South Hill. The world beyond the campus is diverse and com-
plex, Staurowsky said, and a well-rounded perspective is es-
sential to success in today's world. 
"We have to think about what we need to be doing here, 
so that we can maximize the opportunities that are available 
for all of our students," Staurowsky said. "All of us have to 
ask questions about whether we've done everything we cari 
to be more in'clusive." 
NEW Online ect•-.,~ltrl 
Features include: -j: .Jo .\ ·~ ! j -~ ~ ~1 ~1 ~\ ·i \_). _,, ,--~'l ; ·-· } \ ~ ) ·~ -~~) i ~:~ ·{,~ ~4' -~'-_~\ . Refillable Travel l\fµgs Searchable Online Directory 
IC Email for Life 
·.£ar,~r,.£ente,r · _ .. 
. (~Jass:;Not~s.·:.:, ,~-'~-
Message Boards 
,. - .:- .. ,., . . 
Oro~p dtsco4nts 9rj insurance 
Kaplan test prep discounts . 
.- Travel discounts and M,ore! 
Visit www.ithaca.edu/alumni for inore details! 
Look for us Fe~ruary 17 - 21st 
at the informatiQQ table in the campus center. 
All seniors who register for the ' 
on line community get a FREE latte mug! ; 
The Office of Alumni Relations - 210 Alumni Hall 
274~3194 - www.ithaca.edu/alumni - alumni:q,ithaca.edu 
~ Discount 
with eiery• :,. .: 
. .refill! . · 
,, A donation is n~Jtd; ~~. 
the National Fish & \VildLife 
Foundation with every mug s~ld! 
.-. Available at: 
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signed jersey you'll never. ever wash: $150 
., 
john franco ·poster: $20 
subscription to "baseball america": $62 
trophies: $0 
finding. out there's an in~ernship for people like you: pricel~ss 
J. 
Apply for a summer fntimshlp in the sports business at mastercard.com. 
; 'J 
You could 'be sent to Nashville, whe,e you•n spend ·flw weeks leami.n& ~ indt*,ly bip,igs.-
Some students wiU even go on to work with the St. Lou~ Cardi_.. or.'d.1e :~York.Mecs~ 
. there are some things money can't buy. for everydl:ing elft •there's MasterCard~ 
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Senior forward Matt Riggins and three 
other Bombers posted double figures in scor-
ing as Ithaca defeated Utica 63-54. 
. · Riggins connected on 9-of-12 free 
throw attempts to tally 13 points. He also 
grabbed a season-high 12 rebounds as the 
Bombers improved to 5-3 in the Empir~ 8. 
The Blue and Gold (8-10, 5-3 ES) dom-
inated the low post as senior center Jason 
Wallen scored 12 points and totaled six re-
bounds while junior forward Tyler Schulz and 
sophomore guard Nate Thomas added il 
points apiece. 
Saturday 
Senior forward Matt Riggins scored 17 
points and grabbed a team-high nine re-
bounds to pace the Bombers to an 83-61 rout 
of Hartwick. 
Ithaca (9-10, 6-3 E8) trailed by five points 
at halftime before outscoring the Hawks 51-
24 in the second half. Four Bombers joined 
Riggins in double figures. Senior center Jason 
Wallen tallied 11 points and four rebounds 
while senior forward Will Hill totaled 11 points 
off the bench in 21 minutes. The backcourt duo 
of sophomore Nate Thomas and junior Sean 
Clifford each added 10 points. 
Coupled with St. John Fisher's 91..:78 win 
over RIT, the Blue and Gold have pulled into 
a second-place tie in the Empire 8 with RIT 
and Nazareth. St. John Fish~ (16-4, 7-2 E8) 
holds a one-game edge heading into this · 
week's competition. . 
Ithaca hosts the Cardinals at Ben Light 
Gymnasium Friday at 8 p.m. 
Women's basketball 
. _Friday 
The Bombers took care of business Fri-
day, defeating Utica 64-55. 
'The win - their 11th-consecutive and 21st-
~ · t conference win - helped catapult the 
_Born · (17-3) to No. 21 in the national rank-
pigs and No. 2 in the NCAA East Region. 
Senior Kerri Brown led the way with 20 
points. ·She also pulled down four rebounds 
and contributed three steals. Junior Jennie 
Swatting and sophomore Stephanie Cleary 
each contributed 16 points. 
As the regular season winds down, · the 
Bombers become increasingly closer to 
claiming the Empire 8 title and an automat-
ic bid to the NCAA playoffs. 
Their next obstacle comes Friday 
against the team fomierly ranked No. 1 in 
the NCAA East Region, St. John Fisher. 
Saturday 
1,500 meters •with a NYSCTC and ECAC 
qualifying time of 3 minutes; 59.43 seconds. 
Sophomore Rob Pickels quali"fied for the 
NYSCTC in the 400 meters with a second-
place time of 51.89 seconds. 
Senior Jim Ravener and sophomore 
Shawn Calabrese both ran NYSCTC quali-
fyin~ times and earned fifth-place finishes in 
the 1,000 meters and 5,000 meters, respec-
tively. 
The Bombers were also victorious in sev-
eral other events. Juniors Chris Ryer and 
Mike Styczynski took first place in the 55-
meter dash and 3,000 meters, respectively. 
With a toss of 15.50 meters, senior Drew 
Davidson won the weight thro~. The 
1,600-meter relay team placed first with a 
time of 3:22.74, while junior Brandon Ma.1-
lette won the 800 meters in a time of 1 :55.58. 
Ithaca's next competition is on Saturday 
at the Cornell 's Kane Invitational. 
Women's indoor 
track and field 
Saturday 
The Bombers had another stro_ng perfor-
mance Saturday, placing second out of eight 
at Colgate's' Class of '32 Invitational. 
· Several members of the Blue and Gold had 
solid performances that provisionally qualified 
them for the NCAA championships. 
Senior Lynn Janovich won the 800-meter 
run in a time of 2: 16.12, while junior Aman-
da Laytham ran to victory with a time of 
5:03.73 in the mile. Senior Amy Holvey won 
the high jump with a·leap of 1.68 meters. 
Junior Kristen Cravatta (800-meter run) 
and the distance medley relay team ofCravot-
ta, Janovich, Laytham and sophomore Emi-
ly Maston also qualified. 
The Bombers return to action Friday and_ 
Saturday at Cornell. _ -
Wrestling 
Satl1rday 
~e Bombers improved their record to 12-
3 with their 30-9 win over Walkes {Pa.). 
_ _ _'!\YeJfth-~~-)tl!~c~ ~gap _tb~_nteet 
with five straight victories, with the first 
match going to sophomore Lance Dolson at 
133 by way of forfeit.· - ·.· 
Freshman Scott Aronowitz won by tech-
nical fall, 20-3, in ·the 141-pound weight . 
class. Sophomores Jad Duca (149) and Marc . 
Israel (157) each won by decision. 
In the. 165-pound-divtsion, senior co-cap-
tain Bill Parry recorded his 100th career vic-
tory, a 10-2 major decision_ over freshm;;m 
Sean Davies. 
At 174, eighth-ranked Rex Harris, a 
Wdlces sophomore, fended off senior CCKap-
tain Andrew Locke, 8-5. Locke trailed 7-2 
after ~ second period but was unable to 
complete a comeback. 
Junior Jeff Edelstein, at 184, and sopho-
more Bryan Petti, •at 197, each came away 
with a victory by decision. 
At bea~weigh~ Ithaca junior~ Wise-
. , ,.. cup wm pinned by senior Cory Reisher at 5: \8. · 
After a bit of a. scare, the Bo~~ts found · - · · Bomber sophomore Macario Alvarez 
their way, defeating Hartwick 76-58 in over- rounded out the scoring with· an '11-6 victo-
time Saturday, coming one game. cfo~r to ry in the 125-pound division. 
finishing the season atop the Empire 8. The Bombers traveled to 13th-ranked 
The Bombers struggled against Cortland Wednesday. 
Hartwick, a team they beat 83-66 earlier this __ ._ . _____ -______ _ 
season. Once regulation ended, an entirely 
new game began and the Bombers com-
pletely dominated, going on an 18-0 run to 
hold Hartwick scoreless in overtime. 
Sophomore Stephanie CJeary led the · 
Bombers in scoring with 20 points. Junior 
Kelly Gawronski and senior Kerri Brown 
added 14 and 13 points respectively. 
The Bomb¢rs host St. John Fisher Friday 
at 6 p.m: in Ben Light Gymnasium. 
Men's indoor 
track and field 
Saturday 
The Bombers placed second out of 13 
teams at the Tufts Invitational in Massa-
chusetts Saturday, finishing behind only the 
host Jumbos.· 
Ithaca also qualified four runners for the 
NYSCTC championships anc;l one runner for 
the ECAC championships. 
Senior Garrett Wagner placed third in the 
Sport 
Sh6rts 
New football captains 
The football team announced its cap-
tains for the 2003 season at its post:- · 
season banquet. 
Juniors Tariq Ahmad, Pete Celebre 
and Robert Truman were elected cap-
tains of the 2003 squad. 
Ahmad, an offensive tackle, served 
as captain this fall and started every 
game. _ 
Celebre led the team in rushing, gain-
ing 822 yards on 175 carries. · 
And Truman, a linebacker, started 
every game for the Bombers and was. 
second on the team with 80 tackles. 
REBECCA GARDNERffHE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR TYLER SCHULZ goes up for a shot against Cortlan~ In a game In December. 
The Bom~s won two games ov~r the weekend. 
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Textor -103 • 
Students in the IC Washington Semester 
Program can earn 12-15 credits by completing 
the. internship (6 er.-), _Art & Architecture in 
Washington, US Foreign Policy, and a selection 
of three 1 credit seminars. 
Students Interested In the fall 2003 or 
spring 2004 semester should attend. 
http://www. ithaca. ed u/wa~hington 
Corne learn about internship opportunities in our 
nation's capitol. Previous placements include MSNBC , 
Washington Sports . National Governors Association . 
WJLA-TV. So Others Might Eat (SOME). Senator Hilary 
Rodham Clinton ' s Office. and more. 
:....y 
Ski team falls-into trouble 
Alcohol and vandalism were part of a motel party 
thrown by members of the ski team, which resulted 
in the squad being put on probation. Page 27 
,t j 
Minority student at etes 
. ·zz are rare al Ithaca, 
•.:·-~,-.:,,.'<i,;Qi,,-.. ,i..<'.• 
h holds a poor record 
thletic racial dj1:Jei · · 
Page 25 
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